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Abstract

Abstract

Due to the growing demand for faster Internet connections and the growth of

services requiring high bandwidths, the migration of the networks to higher

and higher bit rates is inevitable. The surge in data usage due to real time

application in the entertainment, business and medical sector has placed

tremendous pressure on the current infrastructure and its ability to keep up

with the constant traffic increase. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)

systems, which currently dominate long-haul optical transmission links employ

guard bands between channels to avoid interference. This leads to inefficient

use of the system bandwidth, which is limited by the erbium doped fibre

amplifier (EDFA). A solution to this problem is to use coherent WDM

(Co-WDM), or called optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) to increase the bandwidth efficiency. In Co-WDM or optical OFDM,

the interference from adjacent orthogonal channels can be eliminated at the

receiver end. Therefore, the spacing between adjacent channels can be

reduced without using guard bands. Moreover, the series of individual lasers

used in WDM networks can be replaced with a single coherent comb source.

However, Co-WDM still requires the use of discrete bulky components, such as

narrow band filters to operate as a comb demultiplexer, modulators and

multiplexer. To justify the potential move from WDM to Co-WDM a significant

reduction in cost, size and production time is necessary. The photonic

integrated circuit (PIC) offers an attractive solution to integrate all

components on a single chip. The vision of the larger research project was to

design and fabricate a fully integrated Co-WDM transceiver. The initial

demonstration PIC will comprise an integrated coherent comb generator, a

comb filter and an integrated electro-absorption modulator (EAM). However,

this work mainly focused on the filter aspect of the PIC to demultiplex the

narrowly spaced comb lines (<25 GHz). The filter has two functions: to

demultiplex the comb lines, and to selectively amplify the individual comb line

through injection locking. The filter is designed to be facet-less so that it can

be suitable for integration with other devices. The fabrication process of the

PIC employs Standard UV lithography and a regrowth-free process to further

reduce the time, cost and complexity making it suitable for mass production.

The process of optimizing the facet-less lasers in term of fabrication yield,

consistency and filtering performance will be presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 WDM

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems dominate the transmission

technology for long haul optical links [1, 2]. In a WDM network, a series of

independent lasers are used as the optical channels. Each laser is individually

modulated, then combined with the other modulated signals into a single

mode fibre. In order for the modern WDM network to cope with the significant

increase in bandwidth demands, it must use a larger number of the available

optical channels (within the erbium doped fibre amplifiers (EDFA) bandwidth)

and implement advanced or multi-level modulation formats to increase the

channel capacity [3, 4]. However, increasing the number of optical channels

means an increase in the number of individual lasers, which dramatically

escalates the cost and the size of the system. Moreover, to make use of the

bandwidth efficiently, the channel spacing has to be reduced while avoiding

interference between neighbouring channels. WDM systems use independent

incoherent sources, which means that they have random relative phase and

frequency relations that causes interference between adjacent channels. When

the interference falls within the receiver bandwidth (because of the reduced

spacing) it can significantly degrade the eye diagram [5]. This problem can be

solved by using optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), or

coherent WDM (co-WDM).

1



1. INTRODUCTION 1.2 Coherent optical comb and Co-WDM

1.2 Coherent optical comb and Co-WDM

Coherent optical combs (COCs) have a broad range of applications that covers

metrology, spectroscopy, tomography and many other applications [6, 7, 8, 9].

Coherent wavelength division multiplexing (Co-WDM) also known as optical

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (optical-OFDM) exploits the COC

to transfer terabits of data on the sum of the individual comb lines [10].

Co-WDM uses COC sources as an alternative to individual lasers to generate a

number of coherent subcarriers. A narrow spacing between the adjacent

channels can be used compared with standard WDM without causing

interference at the receiver end, due to the known phase relationship between

the comb lines [11, 12]. This feature is of great interest since the bandwidth of

the EDFA following the international telecommunication union (ITU) grid

standard, which has already been filled, can be utilised more efficiently.

COCs can be generated using various methods such as mode locked lasers or

resonators [13, 14]. Comb lines can also be generated by using injection

locked gain switched lasers that can produce narrow line width subcarriers in

the order of few hundred kHz or less to be used for advanced modulation

formats [15].

In Co-WDM the coherent comb lines are de-multiplexed and then separately

modulated while keeping their relative phase relation intact [16]. Using this

approach, it was possible to successfully transmit 298.2 Gb/s over 80 km [17]

and 1.5 Tbit/s using the multiband Co-WDM technique [18]. Nevertheless,

these systems need to be further optimized to make them practical and cost

effective.

One of the largest challenges in implementing Co-WDM is the de-multiplexing

of the comb lines. Although the COC lines are coherent and have a reliable

and stable spacing, it is challenging to de-multiplex the narrow spaced

individual lines to use them as separate channels. Different filtering techniques

have been demonstrated for filtering the COC lines such as Bragg grating and

interference filters [19, 20, 21, 22]. Although these filters work to a certain

level, another issue that should be addressed is that the selected comb line will

potentially have a low power, which makes it unsuitable to be used as an

independent source [23], and they are designed for wider spacings. In typical

WDM systems, an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) is used as a

de-multiplexer for a channel spacing of 50 GHz or more. For 25GHz channel

Monolithically integrated coherent comb
de-multiplexer using facetless semiconductor
ring lasers
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.3 Photonic integrated circuit (PIC)

spacings, a set of 25 GHz optical interleavers are used with 50 GHz AWGs,

since AWGs significantly increase in size with reduced channel spacing [24].

This WDM solution using AWGs and interleavers cannot be used to generate a

Co-WDM signal since the phase cannot be sufficiently well controlled through

the AWG and interleavers at the transmitter. Consequently, the carriers will

lose their relative orthogonality, which then leads to random interference at

the receiver end. Therefore, AWGs and interleavers are not an acceptable

solution for generating Co-WDM signals. After de-multiplexing, each

subcarrier is modulated using a separate external modulator, which further

increases the size and cost of the overall system. Therefore, minimizing the

cost, size, and number of photonic components by integrating all the devices

on a single photonic integration circuit (PIC) is an attractive alternative and is

of keen interest.

1.3 Photonic integrated circuit (PIC)

Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) based on active InP based materials with

emission in the low propagation loss telecommunication bands (C and L

bands) covering from 1530 nm to 1625 nm [25] provide a variety of photonic

building blocks that cannot be implemented in passive material. Currently,

devices such as lasers, amplifiers, modulators, and tunable filters can all be

integrated on a single chip [26, 27, 28]. However, InP PICs lack the leverage

of the existing micro-electronic infrastructure and silicon photonics industry.

Thus, their commercial use is limited by economic factors, such as effective

mass production, lead time and fabrication complexity. As a result, a generic

InP integration technology initiative to share the cost between interested

parties has been developed in order to push the industry forward [29, 30]. At

this stage, further cost reduction, shorter processing times, and simplified

fabrication processes are still necessary to extend the industry to the next level

to encourage more commercial use. Laser cavities that can be fabricated with

contact lithography and regrowth-free processes drastically reduce the overall

time and cost of the fabrication process [31, 32]. Using this relatively simple

fabrication approach tunable single mode lasers with high side mode

suppression ratio (SMSR) [33, 34, 35], large tuning range [36, 37], facetless

operation [38, 34] and low linewidth [39, 40, 41] were successfully

demonstrated. These lasers have attracted considerable interest due to their

relatively simple fabrication process and have demonstrated great potential as

Monolithically integrated coherent comb
de-multiplexer using facetless semiconductor
ring lasers
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.4 Coherent Comb de-multiplexing

cost effective tunable laser sources for telecommunication applications.

As mentioned in the previous section, for optical OFDM, integrating an AWG is

not a practical solution due to two main reasons: firstly, the size of the AWG

grows dramatically with small channel spacing such as 25 GHz or less.

Secondly, for InP material a 25GHz AWG is not reliable due to fabrication

limitations. On the other hand, injection locked lasers provide a promising

alternative for de-multiplexing coherent signals, with a significant

improvement regarding size, cost and fabrication simplicity. The injection

locking mechanism is an efficient method to phase lock two lasers without the

need of external electronics control [42]. It has a broad range of applications

[43, 44, 45], and it has been used in optical filters for WDM and dense WDM

systems [46, 47].

1.4 Coherent Comb de-multiplexing

In this research, the proposed first generation comb de-multiplexer PIC is

based on active InP materials and consists of an multimode interference

(MMI) coupler [48] and injection locked laser cavities to be used as tunable

filters [49, 50]. An illustration of the PIC is shown in Fig.1.1.

Monolithically integrated coherent comb
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.4 Coherent Comb de-multiplexing

Figure 1.1: First generation comb de-multiplexer PIC. A comb is injected into

the PIC through a lensed fiber. The comb is splitted into 3 arms using multimode

interference coupler (MMI), each arm is then coupled to an integrated laser

filter (ILF) cavities which perform filtering through injection locking

Firstly a 3 line coherent comb was injected into a 1x3 multimode interference

(MMI) splitter. Each branch of the MMI is connected to an integrated laser

filter (ILF) cavity. At this stage, the ILFs will act as filter by being injection

locked to a single comb line originating from the comb source. The ILFs used

in this design consist of 2 sections: a slotted Fabry Pérot (SFP) mirror and a

gain section. The gain section relies on the cleaved facet to provide optical

feedback. The SFP mirror is used to replace a cleaved facet and to provide the

single mode operation. Fig.1.2 show an illustration of the ILF.

Figure 1.2: Single facet SFP cavity. The SFP laser comprises of a mirror section

that consists of multiple slots to provide optical feedback, and a gain section

terminating with a cleaved facet

More details about the SFP mode of operation and characteristics will be
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discussed in Chapter 3. The vision of the research is having a fully integrated

stand-alone Co-WDM PIC. The first potential design of the PIC based on what

the Integrated photonics group (IPG) has developed so far is shown in Fig.1.3

Figure 1.3: Potential design of a Co-WDM PIC. The PIC consist of a inte-

grated comb generator, a multimode interference coupler (MMI) and electro-

absorption modulators (EAMs) after the integrated laser filters (ILFs), at the

end a star coupler is used to combine the branches before the modulated chan-

nel are coupled to a lensed fiber

Fig.1.3 shows the envisioned Co-WDM PIC design. First an integrated on-chip

tunable coherent comb source (TCCS) will be used to generate 3 comb lines.

The TCCS has already been developed and is reported in [15]. Next the

filtering section consist of a 1x3 MMI splitter and 3 ILFs, the ILFs developed

are the SFP lasers shown in Fig.1.2 and are placed on the chip as presented in

Fig.1.1 . The reported results from the current demultiplexer design are

reported in [49] and [50]. Finally, each filtered line is modulated using an

electro-absorption modulator (EAM). A characterization study of the EAMs can

be found in [51]. The PIC will emphasize designs using devices with a

relatively simple fabrication process and with the potential of reducing the

fabrication and packaging costs by adding all discrete components into a single

power efficient chip. Therefore, the ILF laser design will focus on grating-free

cavities that use a standard ultraviolet (UV) lithography process. The design

above is necessary to avoid a costly and time consuming practice of epitaxial

regrowth or the need to use high resolution lithography such as electron beam

(e-beam). The main focal point is the development of a compact integrated

facetless laser that operates as a single mode filter when injected by a coherent

comb source. The output of the ILF should exhibit a side mode suppression

ratio (SMSR) of around 30 dB, where here the SMSR is defined in terms of the

desired and unwanted comb lines. There are several aspects of the proposed

PIC that can be considered novel, such as tunable channels, de-multiplexing,
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.5 Integrated laser filters (ILF)

selective amplification and full integration. It also have a very promising

industrial application in the telecommunication infrastructure. Furthermore,

the PIC will present a significant improvement in terms of size compared with

the AWG, since the PIC size does not depend on the channel spacing as shown

in Fig.1.4. Moreover, it offers tunable channel de-multiplexing and selective

amplification which the AWG does not offer.

Figure 1.4: Size comparison between 25 GHz AWG (top) and the proposed PIC

(bottom).The PIC present a significant improvement in term of compactness

1.5 Integrated laser filters (ILF)

The single facet SFP laser is the original ILF used for comb de-multiplexing.

However, the SFP lasers have several limitations that restrict the overall PIC

performance. The aim of this PhD work is to find solutions to the current

limitations of the SFP laser, and develop a better optimized ILF solution. The

solutions could be in the form of improving the current ILF design or finding
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an alternate cavity design. the limitation of the SFP and the PhD goals are

presented below.

Limitations of the current ILF design

- The ILF based on SFP lasers suffers from low fabrication yield and

inconsistent laser performance. The achieved SMSR was limited to 22 dB with

poor laser repeatability.

- The current design relies on a cleaved facet, which prevents full integration

- The SMSR of the de-multiplexed coherent comb is limited to around 21 dB

PhD goals

- Improve the current laser design or investigate alternate designs in order to

increase the yield and consistency of the lasers

- Eliminate the need for a cleaved facet by designing facetless lasers

- Improve the SMSR of the de-multiplexed comb lines when the laser is used as

an ILF.

The thesis will highlight the two approaches taken to solve the problems:

1) Investigating deeply etched reflection structures similar to the slot in term

of mode of operation but with better fabrication yield. This approach

successfully solved the fabrication yield issue of the SFP but did not improve

the comb de-multiplexing performance.

2) Developing a completely different type of integrated laser based on active

rings with high quality factors (Q-factor). This approach successfully improved

the SMSR of the filtered comb and made the ILF facetless with integration

capabilities.

1.6 Thesis structure

This thesis consists of 5 chapters including the introduction and the

conclusion. The first chapter (Introduction) highlights the motivation of this

work, the challenges and PhD goals.
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Chapter 2 (Fabrication) will discuss in detail the regrowth-free fabrication

process that uses standard contact lithography and the metal first fabrication

process, which further optimized the process.

Chapter 3 (Semiconductor Laser) will first discuss the mode of operation of

the existing ILF, the SFP lasers and their limitations. Afterwards, the novel

structures designed to replace the slots, increase the fabrication yield and

ensure a consistent laser performance will be presented. Finally, the SMSR

limitation of using such lasers as coherent comb de-multiplexers will be

discussed. Moreover, a brief discussion about the cavities Q-factor and its

relation with the filtering performance will follow.

Chapter 4 (Ring Lasers) will present active ring resonators as a solution to

overcome the SMSR limitation of the linear cavities and demonstrate a fully

facetless ILF. The steps taken to optimize the ring cavities by reducing the

bend loss and choosing the appropriate couplers will also be presented.

Finally, the results of de-multiplexing a coherent comb with spacing of 10 GHz

and 20 GHz with SMSR improvement will be presented.

Chapter 5 (Conclusion and Future Work) will summarize the thesis findings by

emphasizing the contributions and the novelty of this work. Moreover, the last

subsection in this chapter will discuss the expected future work.
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Chapter 2

Fabrication

The core of this research is to develop facetless lasers suitable for integration

using a regrowth-free process and contact lithography. By eliminating the need

for having multiple growth steps, the process complexity is significantly

reduced, which results in faster device turnover and cutting costs from using

more or the same equipment multiple times. Moreover, the implementation of

contact lithography instead of high resolution lithography such as

electron-beam further reduces the process time and makes it more suitable for

mass production. This approach has the advantage of significantly reducing

the overall cost and process time of the fabrication. The next section will

discuss the commercial material used in the fabrication of the devices in this

project.

2.1 Material

In this research, the epitaxial material used in the fabrication of the lasers was

commercially available off the shelf material purchased from International

Quantum Epitaxy (IQE). The epitaxial structure of the wafer is shown in Table

2.1.
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2. FABRICATION 2.1 Material

Table 2.1: Epitaxial structure of the wafer used in the fabrication.

The IQE epitaxy consists of a N-doped substrate with 5 AlInGaAs strained

quantum wells sandwiched between 6 barriers. A 20 nm In(0.85)GaAs(0.33)P

layer just above the active region is used as an etch stop layer for chemical wet

etching when needed (layer 12). The 2 top layers: GaIn(53)As and

In(0.71)GaAs(0.62)P are the metal contact layers (layer 16 and 15). The

layers from top to bottom form a PIN junction, with the zinc and silicon used

as P and N dopants respectively. The refractive index profile of the epitaxial is

shown in Fig.2.1
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2. FABRICATION 2.2 Mask design

Figure 2.1: Refractive index pattern of the epitaxial wafer, clearly showing the

top metal and etch stop layer

From right to left the plot shows the refractive index of the metal contact

layers, top InP cladding, etch stop layer, active region and bottom InP cladding.

2.2 Mask design

The integrated photonic group runs a direct current (DC) multi-project wafer

fabrication process; this process allows various parties from different projects

to share the same mask following the same set of fabrication process and rules.

The aforementioned process, combines multiple projects on a single wafer in

the same fabrication run. By using only one fabrication run on a single wafer

instead of multiple runs with multiple wafers. This leads to a significant cut in

overall process cost. However, the down side of this approach is each project

will have less devices per run. In term of fabrication time, the typical

processing time of the chips is between 4 to 8 days. This section will discuss

the mask design and layers.

The mask layers are designed using in-house developed C++ based software

called PICDraw. The software contains basic building blocks for PICs such as

ridges, bends and MMIs. The software was created and developed by Prof.

Frank H. Peters and licenced to Tyndall National institute, it allows a flexible

design control which facilitate complex device design. A typical process with 2

different etch depths requires a mask with at least 4 layers. For the process

developed as part of this research, the first layer is used to define ridges,
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2. FABRICATION 2.3 Standard Process

electrical isolation slots, reflection slots and any other structures that are ridge

related. The second layer defines the deep etch layer. The third layer is the

oxide open layer. In this step the oxide is opened on the top of the ridge for

metal contact. The fourth and last layer is used for contact metal lift-off.

Fig.2.2 (a) shows the layout of the mask at the design stage in which all 4

layers overlap. The quarter wafer contains devices that spread across 4

different research projects. Fig.2.2 (b) show the final mask design, that will be

send to Compugraphics-Photomasks, the manufacturer of the mask plate.

Figure 2.2: (a) Quarter wafer design taken from PICDraw with overlapping

layers (b) Quad mask design showing the 4 lithography layers

2.3 Standard Process

A quarter wafer is used in the fabrication process. The initial wafer size was 2

inch. 4 quarters were cleaved and each was used for a different process as

shown in Fig.2.3
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2. FABRICATION 2.3 Standard Process

Figure 2.3: (a) 2 inch full wafer before cleaving showing the 4 quarter outline

(b) quarter inch wafer used for fabrication

Fig.2.3 (a) shows the full 2 inch wafer, the numbers 1 to 4 represent the

cleaved quarter, that will be used in the process as shown in Fig.2.3 (b). The

number of the quarter is important in case the process uses chemical etching

which is sensitive to the crystal orientation.

In this chapter, Illustrations will be used to describe the fabrication process. It

is important to note, that the dielectrics and photoresist are not planarized,

they are shown flat and uniform for illustration purposes, and to make the

drawing clearer.

2.3.1 Ridge Lithography

The first step in the fabrication is to deposit around 600 nm of silicon dioxide

(SiO2) on the epitaxial (EPI) quarter as shown in Fig.2.4

Figure 2.4: Quarter wafer with no oxide (left), quarter after oxide deposition

(right)
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2. FABRICATION 2.3 Standard Process

The SiO2 is deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

(PECVD), which has a deposition rate that varies between 25-32 nm/minute

for SiO2. After the deposition, the SiO2 film thickness is measured using a tool

named NanoSpec from Nanometrics that uses reflectometry to determine film

thickness based on interference effects.

The next step involves preparing the sample for the ridge lithography by

depositing hexamethyldisilizane (HMDS) and S1813 photoresist. The HMDS is

used as photoresist adhesion promoter with the epitaxy, and a thin layer is

deposited using evaporation. The S1813 is a positive photoresist from

SHIPLEY and is deposited by spinning the sample at 4000 revolutions per

minute (RPM) for 50 seconds. The spinning speed results in a photoresist

thicknesses of around 1.3 µm. Afterwards, the sample is baked for 2 minutes

at a temperature of 115 °C on a hot plate, to harden the photoresist. Fig.2.5

shows the sample structure after the deposition.

Figure 2.5: The quarter after HMDS and photoresist deposition

At this stage the sample is aligned and exposed for around 6 seconds using a

UV contact lithography mask aligner. Next the sample is developed using

MF319 developer. The time of development varies between 25 to 30 seconds,

which is determined by checking the sample under the microscope after the

development to make sure that the intended resolution is attained. Fig.2.6 (a)

and (b) shows a microscope image and an illustration of the ridge at this

process level.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Microscope image of the photoresist ridge, (b) illustration of the

Patterned ridge using HMDS and photoresist

The next step is to define the ridge shape using an SiO2 hard mask. The SiO2 is

etched using a inductively coupled plasma (ICP) tool from surface technology

systems STS . The equipment is referred to as an STS-ICP. The etch rate for

SiO2 is around 280 nm/minute. The etching recipe consists of a mix of

Fluoroform (CHF3) and Tetrafluoromethane (CF4) with a ratio of 7:3

respectively at platen power of 74 W . This recipe is selective to SiO2 and does

not interact with the InGaAs that forms the top layer of the EPI. After the etch,

the sample is soaked in the photoresist remover 1165 to remove any

remaining photoresist. Fig.2.7 shows the progress of the sample. Fig.2.7 (a)

shows the oxide ridge and Fig.2.7 (b) show the illustation of the ridge shape

Figure 2.7: (a) microscope image of the oxide ridge after removing the pho-

toresist, (b) illustration of the ridge shape

At this stage the oxide ridges are fully defined, the sample is ready to go

through the next lithography step preparation.
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2.3.2 Deep lithography

Sharp bends, deep etched slots, and other reflective structures require a deep

etch in order increase the light confinement in the waveguide by introducing a

higher index contrast. On the other hand, most ridges and other structures are

designed with a low loss shallow etch. Therefore, in order to achieve two etch

depths, the deep lithography step was introduced. Firstly, the whole sample is

covered with silicon nitride Si3N4 as shown in Fig.2.8

Figure 2.8: Si3N4 deposition across the wafer

Fig.2.8 shows how all the oxide ridges on the quarter are covered with Si3N4.

The Si3N4 was deposited using PECVD similar to the SiO2. Afterwards HMDS

and S1813 are deposited on the sample, and using the mask aligner, the

sample is aligned to the deep etch layer and exposed and then developed using

MF319. The shallow etch area will remain covered with photoresist as shown

in Fig.2.9
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Figure 2.9: (a) shallow area with Si3N4 covered with photoresist, (b) deep etch

area with exposed Si3N4

Using the STS-ICP etcher the Si3N4 is removed from the exposed area which

will to be the deep etch region. This is shown in Fig.2.10.

Figure 2.10: (a) shallow ridge still covered with Si3N4 and photoresist, (b) deep

ridges area with exposed semiconductor and no Si3N4

The dry etch recipe used to remove the Si3N4 uses sulfur hexafluoride SF6,

which is highly selective to the SiO2 ridge with selectivity exceeding 1:10.

Fig.2.11 shows a microscope image of the deep and shallow areas after

removing the Si3N4 from the deep area and the left over photoresist on the

shallow areas.
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Figure 2.11: miscroscope image showing the deep and shallow areas. Deep

area showed in the white rectangle

The white rectangles in Fig.2.11 represents the deep region parts, where the

oxide ridges are exposed. whereas all the green areas are for the shallow etch

and still covered in Si3N4.

The next step is to etch into the epitaxy for the deep region using the plasma

dry etch. The three gases used in the etch are chlorine, methane and hydrogen

(CL2/CH4/H2) with a ratio of 5:4:2 respectively at 20 °C. Fig.2.12 shows the

sample progress after the first etch. It’s important to note, that the Si3N4

thickness is chosen to be at least 350 nm in order to withstand the first

semiconductor etch, InP to Si3N4 semiconductor etch seletivity is 10:1

respectively.
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Figure 2.12: (a) shallow area protected with Si3N4 (b) deep area etched into

the semiconductor material

The first etching process etched down to just above the active region (orange).

In this step, an accurate depth control is not necessary as long as the depth is

more than 1 µm deep. It is important to note that the plasma etch recipe used

to etch the semiconductor also etches SiO2 and Si3N4. However, there is

enough film thickness to protect the intended areas during the full etch

process. Next the Si3N4 is removed from the shallow area and then the second

semiconductor etch takes place in order to define the shallow ridge depth.

Fig.2.13 shows the shallow and deep ridges after removing the left over SiO2

hard mask. In both shallow and deep areas. The SiO2 was removed using a

wet chemical etch employing buffered oxide etch (BOE).

Figure 2.13: (a) shallow ridge after completely removing the Si3N4 and etching

through the semiconductor material to ajust above the active region, (b) deep

ridge etched through the active region
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The active region is approximately 1.85 µm deep, so ideally the shallow depth

area should stop just above it. In our process the typical shallow ridge depth is

around 1.8 µm and the deep ridge is well below the active region with a depth

of 2.8 to 3 µm. Fig.2.14 show a scanning electronics microscope (SEM) image

with both shallow and deep regions.

Figure 2.14: SEM showing the shallow and deep ridges with the interface in

between

The SEM in Fig.2.14 shows the interface between shallow and deep with

smooth side walls on both areas. As mentioned above, the etch depth in the

deep area is not critical and can be over etched as long as it goes though the

quantum wells. On the other hand, the shallow ridge should be etched as close

to the active region as possible without going through it. Moreover, in this

process no wet chemical etching is used, so an etch based on plasma dry

etching had to be implemented. The depth control accuracy is achieved by

using the state of the art LEP500 etch depth monitor from Intellemetrics. The

etch monitor provides real-time, in-situ plasma etch depth monitoring and end

point detection plus a wafer vision system.

Using a custom simulation software (Vertical), the simulated reflectance data

for the etch was generated and compared with experimental data. Fig.2.15

shows the simulated reflectance of the material aligned with the refractive
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index profile of the epitaxy.

Figure 2.15: Simulated data of the material reflectance overlapped with re-

fractive index profile. The graph shows all the levels of the epitaxy reflectance

profile and refractive index

The data in Fig.2.15 shows the expected reflectance at each material level.

Based on the simulation the active region starts at the peak number 14

(counting from right to left). Therefore, the shallow etch should stop at peak

13 in order to stop just before the active region. Fig.2.16 shows a comparison

between the simulation and experimental reflectance.
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Figure 2.16: (a) simulated reflectance showing the border of the shallow etch

at peak 13, (b) experimental reflectance also showing peak 13 that will be used

to define shallow etched ridges

A strong agreement exists between the simulation and experimental data in

terms of general shape and number of peaks. As highlighted in Fig.2.16 (a)

and (b) the peak number 13 shows where the shallow etch should stop. By

using this technique it was possible to accurately control the depth of the

shallow areas on the wafer.

It is important to note that before the use of the depth etch monitor and the

simulation software (Vertical), the shallow etch was highly inconsistent

between various fabrication runs. There was often a risk of under-etching or

over-etching, which affects the quality of laser performance. The slotted Fabry

Pérot lasers are particularly depth sensitive. To overcome this problem, wet

chemical etching was used. However, chemical wet etching is directional in

relation of the crystal orientation of the material. Therefore, it affect ridges

with various orientation differently. This will cause some ridges to have mesa

shapes while other ridges will have undercuts. Therefore the optimization of

the process that comprises the etch depth monitor and the simulation software

improved the fabrication yield, depth accuracy, and overall complexity.

2.3.3 Oxide opening lithography

The third lithography step is used for the oxide opening. The main goal of this

step is to create a oxide opening on top of the ridges for the P-metal contact. A

fresh film of SiO2 is deposited with a thickness of 400 nm. This oxide layer is
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used to passivate the side walls of the ridge to reduce current leakage and

additional optical losses. The sample preparation for the lithography is similar

to the previous lithography steps using HMDS and S1813. However, the oxide

open layer has an alignment tolerance of 500 nm on the X and the Y axis, for a

2.5 µm ridge the opening is 1.5 µm. Fig.2.17 (a) shows an illustration showing

the oxide opening shape on top of the ridge, and Fig.2.17 (b) shows a

microscope image of a ridge with an opening.

Figure 2.17: (a) illustration of a ridge with oxide opening (b) microscope image

of a ridge with oxide opening

2.3.4 Metal Lift off lithography

The fourth and last lithography step is used for the metal lift off. This step is

performed just before depositing the P-metal. Two resists are used: LOR 10A

(from Micro Chemicals) and S1813. The LOR 10A is based on

polydimethylglutarimide (PMGI) and is used as an undercut layer to assist

with the lift off. The LOR 10A is baked at 150 °C for 3 minutes after spinning

at 4000 RPM. Afterwards, the photoresist S1813 is deposited and baked for 2

min at 115 °C. After exposure, the sample is developed using MF319 until a

clear undercut is observed on the microscope as shown in Fig.2.18.
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Figure 2.18: Microscope image of the photoresist undercut necessary for metal

lift off

A deep undercut is important to ensure a successful lift off. The P-metal

consists of 25 nm titanium (Ti) and 600 nm gold (Au). The Ti is used as an

adhesion layer between the semiconductor and Au, as it prevents the Au from

peeling off the semiconductor surface. An illustration in Fig.2.19 shows a

metal covered ridge.
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Figure 2.19: Illustration of a metal covered ridge, showing the Ti and Au contact

with semiconductor through the oxide open

Fig.2.20 shows before and after lift off images after metal deposition.

Figure 2.20: (a) devices after top metal deposition (b) devices after top metal

lift off

Fig.2.20 (a) shows devices after Ti:Au deposition and Fig.2.20 (b) shows the

same area after a successful metal lift off. The sample is usually left overnight

soaked in the photoresist remover 1165 to ensure small areas around the

isolation slots are lifted off effectively. In some cases an ultrasonic bath is used

to removed left over patches across the chip.
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After the metal lift off, the substrate is thinned using a bromine solution from

350 µm to around 100 µm. The next steps consist of depositing 20 nm Ti and

300 nm Au on the back side of the wafer for N-metal contact. Finally the chip

is annealed at 400 °C for 5 min and cleaved into bars.

2.4 Metal first Process

The previous section (Standard Process) discussed the standard fabrication

process used in the group. Recently, a new process was developed, which

involves depositing metal first in order to improve the top metal contact and

increase the fabrication yield.

In the standard process, top metal is deposited in the oxide window opening

on the top of the ridge, as shown in Fig.2.19. It has been observed that in

certain cases where the oxide opening is not wide enough or not fully open,

the devices suffers from high contact resistance which eventually led to

electrical damage. Moreover, a number of fabrication runs were unsuccessful

due to the poor metal contact quality. In order to overcome this issue, the

metal first process was developed.

Most of the process steps are the same as the standard process, however in this

refined process a Ti:Au:Ti layer is deposited before the 600 nm SiO2 layer at

the start of the process. The thickness of the Ti:Au:Ti layers are 25:50:25

respectively. The last Ti layer is used after the Au to improve adhesion

between Au and SiO2. Fig.2.21 show a comparison between the standard and

the metal first process at the start of the process.

Figure 2.21: (a) standard process first step with only SiO2 deposited, (b) Metal

first process with Ti:Au:Ti deposited under SiO2 layer
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By depositing the metal first a wider metal contact covers the ridges, which is

protected from any damage through the remainder of the process. Moreover,

due to low tolerance of the oxide opening step, the metal process ensures a

good contact even if the opening is small, which increases the overall

reliability and reproducibility of the process. The same recipe of etching SiO2

is used to etch the Ti and Au, resulting in no additional processing steps or

extra etching recipes. Fig.2.22 show an illustration of the ridges structure in

both standard and metal first processes

Figure 2.22: (a) standard process ridge, (b) Metal first process ridge

Fig.2.22 (a) shows the ridge with oxide window open that is narrower than

the ridge leading to a smaller semiconductor/ metal contact area. Fig.2.22 (b)

show the metal first process with metal covering the full ridge width and

ensuring a better metal contact.
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Chapter 3

Semiconductor lasers

3.1 Semiconductor lasers

The first stage of the project employed slotted Fabry Pérot lasers (SFP) lasers

to perform the comb de-multiplexing through injection locking [50]. However,

two main problems were found with the SFP: 1) The SFP performance proved

to be inconsistent over various fabrication runs and in some cases across the

same chip, and 2) the SMSR of the filtered comb was limited to 21 dB. This

chapter will present the various reflection structures (Pit and V-notch)

developed to optimize the consistency and the fabrication yield of the existing

single mode lasers based on slots. In the first section, the SFP lasers mode of

operation will be discussed. This section will also highlight the slot limitation

that motivated the development of the pit and the V-notch. The next two

sub-sections will introduce the Pit and V-notch reflection structures developed

to overcome the depth sensitivity of the slot. Moreover, the aforementioned

sections will also present laser cavities fabricated using these novel structures

and how they can be used to replace a cleaved facet. The last 2 sections will

discuss the comb de-multiplexing using the SFP and lasers based on the new

reflection structures, based on the measured SMSR of the filtered comb.

Finally, a theoretical analysis shows the relation between the SMSR and the

Q-factor of the cavity and the possible ways to overcome the poor SMSR of the

unwanted comb lines.
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3.1.1 Slotted Fabry Perot lasers

The main, single mode and tunable semiconductor laser used in the group is

the SFP laser. SFP lasers rely on shallow etched slots to introduce index

perturbations along the ridge. These perturbations lead to small reflections

that create sub-cavities, which results in longitudinal mode selectivity based

on the coupled resonances of the various cavities [52]. Fig.3.1 (a) shows an

illustration of a slot and Fig.3.1 (b) shows an SEM image of the slot.

Figure 3.1: (a) Illustration of a shallow slot showing the etch depth of the slot

(b) SEM image of the slot

As shown in Fig.3.1 (a) the slot depth stops above the active region. The

shallow depth provides small reflections between 1% to 3%, depending on the

depth of the etch. The stubs in the SEM image in Fig.3.1 (b) are used to

prevent rounding on the etched facet of the slot. Due to its intrinsic nature, the

reflection strength of the slot is governed by the depth of the slot. This is

because the tail of the mode propagates in the ridge area and the deeper the

slot is, the higher the introduced index contrast. Fig.3.2 show a simulation of

the reflection, loss and transmission of a slot as a function of the slot depth.

Slot sensitivity to depth was also reported in [53].
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Figure 3.2: Simulation showing reflection, transmission and loss of in function

of slot depth

The simulations in Fig.3.2 were obtained using ModePROP from RSoft, a

simulation software that employs the Eigenmode expansion (EME) method.

This technique is bi-directional in that it takes transmission and reflection into

account. As shown in Fig.3.2, the slot reflection and loss show high sensitivity

to the etch depth.

An example of possible scenarios is also presented Fig.3.2. Obtaining a 1 %

reflection requires and etch depth of around 1.55µm, while reaching 3.3%

reflection requires a depth of 1.8 µm. The high sensitivity of the loss and

reflection to depth requires an accurate depth control in order for to obtain

consistent performance across the chip and therefore to increase the yield.

It is important to note that, although the use of the etch monitor reported in

chapter 2 improved the etch depth accuracy, a consistent etch depth across the

full chip was still an issue. Depth differences of more that 50 nm were

measured between the centre and the edge of the quarter wafer. This depth

difference is enough to effect the slot reflection and thus the device

performance.
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3.1.1.1 SFP for integration

SFP lasers are fabricated by simply introducing slots into a Fabry Pérot (FP)

cavity as shown in Fig.3.3

Figure 3.3: cavity with 2 cleaved facets and 3 slots

The SFP laser cavity posses two cleaved facets to provide optical feedback

which can limit applications that require monolithic integration. In order to

facilitate integration, one of the cleaved facets can be replaced by a slotted

mirror made of multiple slots as shown in Fig.3.4.

Figure 3.4: single Facet SFP showing the mirror and gain sections

Fig.3.4. show a single facet design with 2 sections. The mirror section which

consists of 9 slots is used to replace the cleaved facet and provide optical

feedback. The gain section is used to compensate the losses in the cavity, and

an example of the single facet SFP optical spectrum is shown in Fig.3.5.
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Figure 3.5: (a) spectrum of the single facet SFP showing the FSR that corre-

sponds to the slots spacing, (b) overlapping spectrum showing the SFP tun-

abiltiy

The free spectral range (FSR) shown between the main cavity modes is

determined by the spacing between the slots. The resonance between the slots

creates sub-cavities with an FSR that correspond to their spacing, which also

provide extra feedback leading to a lower threshold gain at these wavelengths.

In this case the slots are spaced at 107 µm to provide a tuning of 400 GHz

following the ITU grid standard. The laser can be tuned by increasing the

injected current, which alters the temperature of the active region, shifting the

location of the gain peak and leading to mode hopping as shown in Fig.3.5

(b). The SMSR can also be optimized by finely changing the injection current

to suppress the side modes.

Figure 3.6: Three section facetless SFP design the comprise two mirrors and a

gain section

The SFP can be made fully facetless as shown in Fig.3.6. Both cleaved facets

are replaced by mirrors, and the gain section between the 2 mirrors provides

enough gain to create a lasing cavity.

The advantages of using slots to create tunable single mode lasers is that they

exhibit low loss, enable tunable output and relatively high SMSR that can
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exceed 40 dB in certain cases, and they can replace cleaved facets to allow

further integration. Moreover, the SFP lasers do not require high resolution

lithography or epitaxial regrowth which leads to a reduction in the process

cost and time. On the other hand, the slot sensitivity to depth means the either

there is a limitation in term of having consistent laser performance across the

chip, or there is an additional process requirement to ensure an accurate etch

depth. This issue can be resolved by using a wet chemical etch used in

conjunction with an etch stop layer in the material, however chemical etching

introduces yet another limitation, a nonuniform side wall etch profile. The

next section will discuss in detail the design of a new reflector (the pit) to

overcome the slot limitations in order to have a higher yield single mode

lasers.

3.1.2 Pit lasers

The pit is a reflection structure that introduces an index perturbation into the

cavity. It has a similar method of operation as the slot, however it is not depth

sensitive as long as the etch depth goes through the active region. The main

motivation for the development of the pits was to overcome the slots

sensitivity to depth.

As mentioned in the previous section, the most significant limitation of the slot

is that the reflection, loss, and transmission of the slot are exponentially

dependent on the slot depth, as previously shown in Fig.3.2, whereas the slot

width has little effect [53]. Achieving the same slot depth at each fabrication

run, or even across the same chip is not always attainable using plasma

etching. Moreover, due to the high sensitivity to depth, inconsistencies in an

otherwise identical laser’s performance can occur across a wafer. Further

more, to better understand the slot sensitivity to depth, a close up images of

the slot reflection and loss as a function of depth from the previous simulation

in Fig.3.2 are shown in Fig.3.7
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Figure 3.7: Simulation results showing (a) reflection percentage as a function

of depth (b) loss percentage as a function of depth

The plot in Fig.3.7 displays reflection and loss as a function of the slot depth

with a ridge height of 1.8 µm. Fig.3.7(a) shows the rapid increase of the

reflection with varying slot depth, where a slight depth difference as small as

50-100 nm can have a significant effect on the reflection. Fig.3.7(b) shows the

loss curve as a function of the etch depth. The power loss is much higher than

the reflected power due to scattering losses introduced by the slot, which

agrees well with both analytical model presented in [53] and experimental

data [54].

This etch depth issue can be addressed by adding an etch stop layer just above

the active region and using a wet chemical etch in combination with the dry

etch [55, 40]. Although, this method will ensure a consistent depth across the

chip with various fabrication runs, it will add complexity to the fabrication

process, and restrict the cavity designs on the chip due to the influence of

crystal orientation on the chemical etching of InP [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. The

wet etch effects can be seen in the SEM images of Fig.3.8. Fig.3.8(a) shows

how the etch outcome can be different for 2 ridges with various orientations.

Fig.3.8(b) shows another situation where the chemical etchant creates a

non-uniform layer etch pattern.
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Figure 3.8: (a) effect of wet etch on 2 ridges with different orientation (b)

non-uniform layer etching

The deeply etched pit is fabricated using a self-aligned process, as the ridge

and the pit are defined in the same lithography layer. An SEM image of the pit

is shown in Fig. 3.9.

Figure 3.9: SEM image of the Pit reflector showing the pit structure and the

deep etch area (rectangle)

Fig.3.9 shows a post-fabrication SEM of the 1µm wide and 1.5µm long pit with

ridge oxide opening and deposited metal. The dimensions of the pit were

chosen based on the lithography resolution and loss parameters. A pit smaller

than 1µm wide and 1µm long is challenging to resolve, and a large pit will

introduce higher losses. The rectangle shape surrounding the pit and the ridge

is the deep etch region which is defined in another lithography layer as
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described in Chapter 2. The process comprises two etch depths, shallow for

the ridge and deep for the pit reflector. The two etch depths are illustrated in

Fig. 3.10

Figure 3.10: (a) shallow ridge, (b) deeply etched ridge

The shallow ridge height is 1.77 µm, and the deep region is 2.7 µm; both

shallow and deep ridges have a width of 3 µm. Fig.3.11 shows a cross-section

SEM image of the pit obtained by using a focus ion beam etching (FIBE), to

ensure that the pit has been etched all the way through the active region. After

the semiconductor etch, the pit is filled with 400 nm silicon oxide that is used

as a passivation layer.

Figure 3.11: Pit cross section obtained using FIBE

To assess the performance of the pit reflector in comparison with a slot, two

1.1 mm long FP cavities were fabricated, one cavity having a slot and another

with a pit. Both reflectors were placed 200 µm from the first cleaved facet and
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900 µm from the second cleaved facet. The measured Light-Intensity (L-I)

curve of both structures is shown in Fig. 3.12
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Figure 3.12: L-I curve of 2 cavities with pit(red line) , slot (blue line)

The light was coupled using a lensed fiber while sweeping the current from 0

mA to 100 mA. The pit (red line) and slot (blue line) lasers both lase at around

31 mA with almost identical slope efficiency. The spectrum taken at the lasing

threshold for both cavities can be seen in Fig.3.13.

Figure 3.13: Optical spectrum showing the modulation depth cause by reflec-

tion (a) cavity with a pit (b) cavity with a slot

The localized reflections from the slot and pit cause a periodic modulation of

the optical spectra. The modulation effect on the gain envelope can be clearly
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seen in Fig.3.13. Both structures have a comparable spectral behaviour, and

modulation depth, which suggests that the reflection of both structures is also

comparable. In order to confirm that the reflections were caused by the pits

and not by the rectangle deep/shallow waveguide transitions, lasers were

made without pits, but with identical rectangle deep/shallow transitions, and

no measurable reflections or periodic modulation were seen using the spectral

analysis.

A two section laser cavity that comprises four pits was fabricated to

demonstrate that the deeply pit etched reflectors works well as a single mode

laser. The cavity design is shown in Fig.3.14.

Figure 3.14: Two section laser cavity with four deeply etched pits

Fig. 3.14 show the two section laser with a total length of 750 µm and 4 pits

with a pit spacing of 70 µm. A 7◦ angled slot was used to provide electrical

isolation between the two sections. The mirror section is 350 µm long and

consists of 4 pits, and the gain section was 400 µm long.

Figure 3.15: Microscope image of the Device under test and showing the two

contact probes and a lensed fiber

The microscope image in Fig.3.15 shows the device under test (DUT). Two

probes were used to inject current into the individual sections. The optical

feedback is provided from the Air/semiconductor interface from the two

uncoated cleaved facets. Therefore a lensed fiber was employed to collect the

light from the right facet as shown in Fig. 3.15. The laser was mounted on a
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temperature controlled brass chuck to ensure thermal stability of the DUT with

varying current injection, and the temperature of the chuck was fixed at 20◦C.
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Figure 3.16: L-I curve of the DUT

Fig.3.16 shows the laser L-I curve obtained by biasing the gain section to

transparency at 10 mA and sweeping the mirror section from 0 mA to 100 mA.

Introducing 4 pits into the cavity increased the lasing threshold by a few

milliamps in comparison with a device with no pits. Using a Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) algorithm it was possible to extract the lengths of the

resonating sub-cavities in the laser caused from the pits. Fig. 3.17 (a) shows

the various resonances between the facets and pits, as well as the resonance

between pits. The labels L1 to L4 represents the interaction of the left facet

with the various pits and R1 to R4 corresponds the interaction of the pits with

the right facet. Also the full cavity and inner pits spacing S is shown.
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Figure 3.17: (a) Cavity resonance map between the pits and cleaved facets. (b)

FFT cavity analysis of the laser spectrum (c) FFT zoom in showing Pits sub-

cavities

Fig.3.17 (b) shows the full FFT spectrum that shows a peak at 750 µm, which

corresponds to the spacing between the two facets. Fig.3.17(c) is a close up

figure of the FFT spectrum in the region where the pits interact with each facet

as well as with each other. The labels in Fig.3.17(c) correspond to the physical

length of the sub-cavities shown in Fig.3.17 (a), clearly showing reflection

from each of the individual pits leading to mode selectivity. The spectrum of

the pit laser is shown in Fig.3.18(a) with an SMSR of approximately 40 dB and

output power > 2 mW. Fig.3.18(b) shows the 280 kHz laser linewidth, which

is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the measured spectrum. The

measured linewidth was obtained using a delayed self-heterodyne linewidth

setup with 50 km fiber delay line in a recirculating loop configuration that has

a resolution of < 2 kHz [61].
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Figure 3.18: (a) laser single mode output with SMSR of 40 dB (b) 280 kHz

measured linewidth and lorentz fit

The laser is tunable across 40 nm with an SMSR ranging from 30 dB to 40 dB

that extends from 1540 nm to 1590 nm with a step of approximately 5 nm that

corresponds to a free spectral range (FSR) of a 70 µm cavity that matches the

spacing between the pits. Typically the spacing between the reflectors

dominate the tuning of such lasers [34]. The FSR of the pit mirrors dominate

the mode hops of the laser cavity as can be clearly seen in Fig. 3.19

Figure 3.19: single mode tuning with relevant injected current showing 4 chan-

nels with a with ∆λ step of 5 nm

Fig.3.19 shows a sample of the tuning of the laser with 4 wavelength with a

step of ∆λ which is ≈ 5 nm corresponding to the pit mirrors FSR. In this
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example, by increasing the total injected current from 80 mA to 150 mA the

laser is tuned while maintaining an SMSR between 30 and 40 dB across all

wavelengths.

The full tuning map for the pit laser with the corresponding mirror and gain

current is shown in Fig.3.20

Figure 3.20: color tuning map of (a) wavelength in function of gain and mirror

current (b) SMSR in function of gain and mirror current

The color map in Fig. 3.20(a) shows the wavelength region as a function of

the varying current in the mirror section and the gain section. Whereas

Fig. 3.20(b) shows the SMSR values as a function of the current through the

gain and the mirror sections. The red areas show the region where the SMSR

is >30 dB, and the blue region is where the laser operates mostly multimode.

As shown in Fig. 3.20 the laser can achieve an SMSR between 30 dB and 40

dB for wavelengths extending over more than a 30 nm tuning range.

3.1.2.1 Single facet pit laser

At this stage the pit has proven to be an effective alternative to the slot in the

creation of single mode lasers. The next step is to replace one of the cleaved

facets with a pit mirror, to demonstrate that the device is suitable for

integration. Therefore, a new laser cavity was designed.

The laser consists of 3 sections for: gain, internal mirror, and absorption. The

sections are electrically isolated using two shallow slots with a 7◦ angle to

minimize reflections. An illustration of the laser design is shown in Fig.3.21.
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Figure 3.21: Schematic of the three section laser design that consist of an ab-

sorber, mirror and a gain section .

The gain section shown in Fig.3.21 (red) is 600 µm long, and it is positioned

between the mirror and a cleaved facet. The mirror section comprises 20, 25

or 30 deeply etched pits with a periodic spacing of 6 µm between the centers

of the adjacent pits. The pits are deeply etched through the quantum wells,

having one deep etch region extending over the pits. Similar to a shallow slot

in a SFP laser, each pit produces a small reflection estimated at approximately

1-2% which then creates multiple sub-cavities. The multiple adjacent pits then

generate enough optical feedback to form a mirror. All variants of the laser

worked well, however the 30-pit version generated the highest output power

as well as the highest SMSR. Finally, the last part of the laser consists of a

waveguide section with an angled cleaved facet (blue). As shown in Fig.3.21

this part is labeled as absorber and its mainly used as a light absorber while

reverse biased. When un-biased the angled facet can be used to collect light

from the laser cavity, by exploiting optical bleaching in the unpumped

waveguide due to light from the laser. The angled facet significantly reduces

the reflections from the semiconductor/air interface so it would not interfere

with the main cavity. In this work no high reflection (HR) or anti-reflection

(AR) coatings were used.
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Figure 3.22: (a) microscope image, (b) SEM image of the pit mirror. Note that

the larger circles between the pits are openings in the oxide to allow metal

contacts with the ridge.

Fig.3.22(a) shows a microscope image of the three-section laser, and highlights

the deep etch region surrounding the pits and the two isolation slots that

divide the cavity into three electrically isolated sections. Fig.3.22(b) displays a

scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a slice of the pit mirror.
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Figure 3.23: L-I plot for different temperatures.The noise in data is caused by

vibrations of the lensed fibre during data collection.

The laser was mounted on a temperature controlled brass chuck, and the light

was collected from the straight cleaved facet via a lensed fiber. In order to

characterize the laser performance, the light-intensity (L-I) curve of the laser

was taken at various temperatures as shown in Fig.3.23.

The L-I curves in Fig.3.23 show a typical threshold trend of semiconductor

lasers, which cause the laser threshold current to rise exponentially with

temperature. The threshold-temperature dependency is mainly due to the rise

of intrinsic losses in the active region at higher temperatures, which decrease

the laser internal efficiency. The plots were taken by injecting 20 mA in the

mirror section and sweeping the gain from 0 to 100 mA. Moreover, in order to

make sure that the mirror is solely providing optical feedback without the help

of the second facet, the absorber section of the laser was reverse biased to -3V

to absorb all the residual light. The laser lased in a single mode with an SMSR

of 37 dB and a linewidth of 450 kHz as shown in Fig.3.24.
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Figure 3.24: (a) spectrum with 37 dB SMSR , Inset shows a close up image of

the spectrum (b) linewidth measurement with Lorentz fit.

Fig.3.24(a) shows the spectrum of the laser with peak wavelength at around

1535 nm with an SMSR of 37 dB. The inset in Fig.3.24(a) is a close up image

of the single mode. Fig.3.24.(b) shows the 900 kHz full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of the measured electrical spectrum, which corresponds to

a 450 kHz linewidth of the laser. Moreover, to further confirm the operation of

the pit mirror, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) cavity analysis on the optical

spectrum was performed. Fig.3.25.(a) show the cavity analysis based on the

optical spectrum at lasing threshold (shown in Fig.3.25.(b)).

��� ���
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Figure 3.25: (a) the cavity FFT spectrum showing resonance only at the pit

mirror location (b) laser spectrum at threshold.

The multiple peaks shown in the FFT as seen in Fig.3.25(a) represent the

length of the sub-cavities created between the facet and each of the pits. No

additional peaks can be seen at the full cavity length between the two facets at

1100 µm, proving that the absorbing section has fully isolated the cleaved

angled facet from the lasing cavity.
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Figure 3.26: the spectrum of the laser from the straight facet (red) and angled

facet (blue).

Fig.3.26 shows the overlap spectrum of the coherent outputs of the laser from

both facets. The red spectrum is taken from the straight facet A, and the blue

spectrum is taken from the angled facet B. The power taken from the left facet

B is lower due to the low coupling efficiency between the angled facet and the

lensed fiber and also due to the optical loss in this un-biased absorber section.

However, the main purpose of facet B is to demonstrate that the laser can be

integrated with other photonics components. Although, the demonstrated

higher order DBR in this work uses a single cleaved facet, this cleaved facet

can be easily replaced by a broad-band reflector such as a multimode

interference reflector (MIR)[62], or a metal coated etched facet [63]. By doing

so, the laser could be freely positioned anywhere on the chip to be used as a

facetless laser. The single mode output can be tuned across 2.9 nm by

increasing the injected current, while the SMSR is maintained above 30dB

over the tuning range. An overlap of the tuning spectrum is shown in Fig.3.27.
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Figure 3.27: Tuning across 2.9 nm by increasing the injected current.

The wavelength selective reflection of the mirror section was modeled using

transfer matrix method (TMM) technique, as described previously [28]. Each

pit was taken to be a scattering point, and assumed to reflect ∼ 3% of intensity

while inducing a 15% loss. The reflection from facet A was taken to be 30%.

Facet B was presumed not to contribute to the reflection, as the reverse biased

section prior to facet B absorbed all the light traveling to and from the facet.

This claim is supported by the lack of a facet to facet resonance in Fig.3.25(a).

The transmission matrices for each scattering section i were of the form:

TScat = 1
ti

 1 −ri
−ri 1

 (3.1)

The field inside the device propagates as ejβL, where L defines the propagation

length, and β is the propagation constant. The distance between the scattering

points caused by the pits was taken to be 6.0 µm (the distance from the center

of one pit to the next), with the group index of the material assumed to be
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3.45. The transmission matrices for the propagation sections were of the form:

TProp =
ejβLi 0

0 e−jβLi

 (3.2)

Taking products of TScat and TProp, the resonant wavelengths of the device

were calculated numerically. In Fig.3.28(a), the resonance of the device is

plotted on top of the measured spectrum. The positions of the lasing modes of

the device were found to be accurately described by the transmission matrix

model. At 1593nm, the small rise of noise far from the gain peak is matched

by the increase in reflection from the pit mirror section predicted by the

model. Fig.3.28(b) demonstrates how the lasing wavelength can be controlled

by changing the spacing between the pits. The graph shows various pit spacing

between 3 µm and 6 µm and the resulting resonant wavelengths. Based on the

data provided Fig.3.28(b) designing it is possible to design a cavity with

predetermined wavelength.

��� ���

Figure 3.28: a) Simulated resonance of the laser cavity compared with the ex-

perimental spectrum of the laser (b) lasing wavelength with various pit spacing.

The pits showed a good consistency across the chip and within various

fabrication runs in term of overall laser performance. Fabricated devices with

the same parameters from different fabrication runs have shown similar

wavelength and threshold behaviour. The reflection strength from the pit is

not tunable, for example getting a reflection above 2% or 3% is not feasible

due to the size of the pit in relation to ridge. Having the ability to control the

reflections could be of interest, so that for example the device could be made

more compact. The next section will present novel tunable reflectors based on

V-notches, which can have variable reflection strengths.
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3.1.3 V-notch

This subsection will present the V-notch, a geometrically controlled tunable

reflector. Similar to the pit, the V-notch is deeply etched through the active

region. However, due its design the reflection from the V-notch can be

controlled.

Figure 3.29: a) V-notch illustration showing the length, and width of the struc-

ture (b) SEM image of the V-notch.

Fig.3.29 (a) shows an illustration of the V-notch, where the deeply etched

region is inside the blue box. The 2 dimensions labeled length and width are

the parameters that define the V-notch. The reflection strength can be

manipulated by changing the width. Fig.3.29 (b) shows an SEM image of a

fabricated ridge with a V-notch.

Fig.3.30(a) shows an illustration of the design of the deeply etched V shape

structures. The red color represents the active region, where the ridge and the

cladding layers are in grey. Fig.3.30(b) shows a side view SEM image that

includes the deeply etched ridge. The opening on the top of the ridge is the

oxide window for the metal contact layer. The roughness on the floor is also

due to the metal deposition.
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Figure 3.30: (a)Illustration of the etch depth, the red color represent the active

region (b) SEM image showing the deep etch region.

Fig.3.31 shows a close up SEM image of the reflector with the dimensions of

the structure.

Figure 3.31: SEM image of the V-notch with dimensions.

The original width of the waveguide was 2.5 µm. Tw is the tapered width (1.2

µm) and S represents the taper length needed to form the V-notch reflector.

Moreover, it is possible to include in the same cavity different V-notch

reflectors with different parameters without adding any steps because S and

Tw are defined in the same lithography step as the ridge. The flexibility can be

considered as an advantage compared to slots, where the etch depth plays a

critical role in controlling the reflections and loss. Due the intrinsic design of

the slot, it is not possible to include slots with different depths on the same

cavity without additional fabrication steps.
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To analyse the reflections and losses of the V-notch, a 3D module of the

epitaxial layers with a single V-notch was simulated using the commercial

software: ModePROP from RSoft. Fig.3.32 shows the reflection, loss and

transmission for the slot and for the V-notch with a ridge height of 1.8 µm.

Fig.3.32(a) shows the simulation of the slot and demonstrates how the

reflection is depth controlled. Fig.3.32(b) shows the V-notch simulation and

how in contrast the reflection is lithographically controlled by varying the

taper width Tw from 0.5 µm to 2.5 µm.

Figure 3.32: Simulation results of reflection, loss and transmission for (a) slot

depth variation, (b) V-notch taper width variation.

In Fig.3.32(b), the simulation shows a linear relation between loss and

reflection governed by the taper width. An increase in reflection will also

result in an increase in the loss and consequently reduce the transmission. A

trade-off between reflection and loss is observed.

To verify the operation of the V-notch reflectors, three FP laser cavities were

fabricated. All three FP lasers had the same length of 1.1 mm but each

included a single V-notch with a different taper width Tw. The simulation

graph in Fig.3.33(a) shows the reflection curve (blue line), and

Fig.3.33(b1),(b2) and (b3) shows the experimental spectral data from the

V-notches with taper widths 0.75 µm, 1.2 µm and 1.7 µm respectively.

Fig.3.33(c1),(c2) and (c3) show the simulated reflection of the V-notch at the

corresponding reflection power for each taper width. The simulated reflection

does not take gain into account. Hence the flat response. The periodic

modulation depth of the optical spectra caused by the V-notch increases with

the decrease of the taper width. The experimental data agrees well with the
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simulation, which confirms that the reflection strength increases with a

decrease in taper width.

Figure 3.33: (a) V-notch simulation results showing reflection(blue), loss(cyan)

and transmission(green), (b1) to (b3) experimental spectrum at various V-

notch taper width, (c1) to (c3) simulated reflection spectrum at various V-notch

taper width.

The deep etched V-notch is not depth sensitive, however the deep etch also

serves to obtain a strong reflection. Moreover, Fig.3.33 shows a trade-off

between reflection and transmission, which means the V-notch number and

dimension should be taken into consideration when designing a laser cavity.

The next subsection demonstrates a single facet laser cavity that consists of 4

V-notch reflectors monolithically integrated with a multimode interference

reflector (MIR) used to replace a cleaved facet. MIRs have been developed to

allow mid-chip integration of mirrors to replace cleaved facets [62]. This

makes them a valuable integration tool and a potentially important building

block for InP-based Photonic integrated circuits (PICs). The active MIR has a

length of 25 µm and width of 5 µm, and uses the same epitaxy as the laser,

thus avoiding the need for epitaxial regrowth [31].
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3.1.3.1 single facet V-notch lasers

Figure 3.34: Illustration of the two-section Laser cavity design along with SEM

images of the V-notch, isolation slot and MIR.

The schematic in Fig.3.34 shows the two section laser design, along with

scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the V-notch reflector on the top

left and MIR on the top right. The total length of the cavity is 880 µm. The

laser consists of two sections (A and B) separated by an angled slot to provide

electrical isolation between the two contact pads. Section A of the laser has a

length of 460 µm and it is made up of an MIR and a waveguide section. The

structure uses a deep etch that extends through the active region and lower

cladding to ensure strong light confinement, which maximizes the reflected

power back into the cavity. The design of the MIR is similar to a 1 × 2
multimode interference coupler terminated with a reflector made up of 45 ◦

angled mirrors. The incident light is reflected at the angled facet and back into

the waveguide due to total internal reflection. The active MIR design and

fabrication process is similar to the reflector reported in [31]. Although

theoretically the MIR should reflect back nearly 100% of the light, it has been

shown that it suffers from more loss than expected.

Nonetheless, when optimized, it is still a convenient solution to replace

cleaved facets because it allows a flexible positioning of the laser on the chip.

Section B of the laser consists of the wavelength selective mirror. This section

is 400 µm long and contains five 80 µm equally spaced V-shaped partial

reflectors. The reflected light resonates between the V-notch structures and

with both the MIR and the cleaved facet, creating a coupled cavity laser. The

reflectors are deeply etched through the quantum wells in order to ensure

effective and reproducible reflections. The reflectors were etched in the same

process as the MIR, so no additional processing was required.
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The laser was mounted on a brass chuck that was temperature controlled

using a thermal electric cooler (TEC). A lensed fiber was used on the cleaved

facet side to collect the light and inspect the spectrum and optical power. Two

separate current sources were utilized to inject current into the laser. Fig.3.35

shows the optical spectrum of the laser, with a single mode emission at

1557.5nm and an SMSR of 37 dB. The free spectral range of the V shape

reflectors can be visibly distinguished on the lasing output. The measured

spacing of 4.6nm between the main mode and the adjacent side modes

corresponds to an 80µm cavity length which is the spacing between the

V-notch structures.

Figure 3.35: Laser optical output with 37 dB SMSR and the mode FSR based

on the V-notches spacing

By employing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm described previously,

it was possible to extract the effective lengths of the coupled cavities from the

optical spectrum of the laser at threshold. As Fig.3.36 shows, the FFT analysis

of the optical spectrum agreed with the effective physical length of the coupled

cavities.
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Figure 3.36: (a)Laser design with highlighted cavities, (b) FFT analysis showing

the full cavity and sub-cavities created from reflections

The FFT analysis shows the actual cavities effective lengths based on the FSR

of the laser modes. The five peaks in Fig.3.36(b) labeled from C1 to C5

correspond to the physical lengths shown on the laser design in Fig.3.36(a).

The large reflection peak on the right of C1 represents the full laser cavity

length extending from the MIR to the cleaved facet. Whereas the small peak

just before C5 is the small unintentional reflection caused by the isolation slot.

The single mode output can be continuously tuned thermally with small

changes in applied bias, or it can be discretely tuned using larger bias steps,

which result in mode hopping. Fig.3.37 shows the 2 tuning options. The

thermal tuning led to a red shift around 20 pm /1 mA covering 1.5 nm before

hopping to the next mode as shown in Fig.3.37(a). Whereas, Fig.3.37(b)

shows the wide tuning range of the laser that can cover around 12.5 nm.
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Figure 3.37: Tuning by increasing the injected current(a) Fine tuning,(b) wide

tuning.

Summary

The new reflection structures: the pit and the V-notch overcame the slot

limitation by showing that they can create small reflections without accurate

depth control. Moreover, they also eliminate the need to use chemical etching,

which allows cavities to be designed with different orientations without

worrying about the etch profile. Also, both structures are compatible with

deep etch ridges. Using these novel structures it’s possible to increase the yield

of the fabricated devices and reduce fabrication complexity. The next section

will discuss the comb filtering setup and experiment and look into if cavities

with pits and V-notches will improve the SMSR of the filtered comb.

3.1.4 Comb de-multiplexing and linear cavities Q-factor

This section will discuss the comb de-multiplexing experimental setup and

present a sample of the results, showing the spectrum of the comb sweeping

across the slave lasers. Fig.3.38 show the experimental setup used in this work

to perform the injection locking experiment.
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Figure 3.38: Experimental setup of the injection locking experiment

A coherent comb was generated by modulating a MZM with a sine wave as

shown in the dashed box in Fig.3.38. A tunable laser source (TLS) is fed into

the Mach Zehnder modulator (MZM) via a polarization controller (PC) and an

isolator. The MZM is connected to an RF generator and to a power supply for a

DC bias. The RF generator controls the comb spacing, whereas the power

supply controls the bias point of the MZM, which gives the ability to control

the flatness of the lines and to suppress the carrier if needed.

The generated comb is then coupled to an erbium doped fiber amplifier

(EDFA) via an optical isolator. The EDFA, designed to operate in both the C

and L bands is used to boost the signal. The second isolator is used to prevent

the backward amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the EDFA from

coupling into the MZM. Next, the output of the EDFA is connected to a

polarisation controller (PC) and in-line power meter before being coupled to

the slave laser via a lensed fibre. The output of the slave laser is coupled to

another lensed fibre and then to a second in-line power meter. The in-line

power meters are used to monitor the power in real time while the experiment

is running to observe any drift in the coupling power. Next the output of the

in-line power meter is connected to another EDFA. Finally, the EDFA output is

connected to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) and electrical spectrum

analyzer (ESA) via a high speed photo-diode (PD).

An example of a comb filtering sweep in shown in Fig.3.39.
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Figure 3.39: (a) wide optical spectrum sweep of the comb lines (b) close up to

the locking region showing the amplified comb line and the suppressed cavity

modes of the SFP

Fig.3.39 (a) shows a cascaded optical spectrum taken using an OSA. The

spectrum shows the results of sweeping 3 comb lines spaced at 10 GHz while

the slave laser is biased above threshold. The X axis represent the tunable laser

source wavelength that controls the comb wavelength, while the Y axis

represents the optical spectrum taken from the OSA at the output of the slave

laser. The colour map represent the optical power from the injection locked

slave SFP laser.

Fig.3.39 (b) is a close up of the locking region where it shows the 3 comb lines

sequentially amplified while suppressing the main cavity mode. Fig.3.40 shows

the optical spectrum of the free running slave and the 3 filtered comb lines.
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Figure 3.40: (a) free running SFP laser (b) locking of the first comb line (c)

locking of the second comb line (d) locking of the third comb line

Fig.3.40 (a) shows the optical spectrum of the free running slave laser just

before being injection locked. While Fig.3.40 (b), (c) and (d) shows the 3

comb lines injection locked, and the slave laser mode suppressed. The SMSR

of the lines did not exceed 20 dB. It is also important to note that increasing

the comb spacing to 20 GHz resulted in a similar SMSR performance.

The SMSR obtained while performing the comb filtering experiment with the

slave laser cavity based on pits, V-notches and slots did not exceed 21 dB.

Although the pit and V-notch cavities overcame the limitations of the slot, for

comb filtering the outcome was the same. Therefore, there is another

challenge that limits the SMSR of the filtered comb. One way to assess the

performance of the filter to externally injected light is to look at the cavity

quality factor (Q-factor). Another issue with the linear cavities that externally

injected non-resonant light passes through the cavity and resonant light also

passes through with amplification. This effect negatively effects the SMSR of

the filtered comb line.

The next section will discuss the overall performance of the linear cavities as

coherent comb filters and their limitations based on their Q-factor.
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3.1.4.1 Filtering performance analysis and Q-factor

When it comes to using the PIC for Coherent WDM and advanced modulation

formats, the obtained SMSR is insufficient. We believe that the main reason for

the poor SMSR in those linear cavities is not related to the SMSR of the slave

laser itself but rather to its Q-factor that determines the cavity response to

externally injected light. The obtained SMSR of the filtered comb lines is

mainly due to the selective amplification from the injection locking with poor

suppression of the unwanted comb lines. Using a theoretical model to simulate

the effect of the Q-factor on the SMSR of an externally injected comb it is

possible to track the suppression ratio of the unwanted comb lines. Fig.3.41

shows a simple FP model injected with 3 comb lines.

Figure 3.41: FP cavity with intput and output comb lines showing the SMSR

The Q-factor of the FP cavity, shown in Fig.3.41 is determined by the internal

losses and the reflection of mirror 1 and 2. The suppression ratio of the

unwanted comb lines (red lines) when they are not in resonance with the FP

cavity modes is directly related to the Q-factor of the cavity. Fig.3.42 shows

the simulated spectrum and the SMSR of the cavity.

Figure 3.42: (a) simulated spectrum of FP cavity with injected comb lines (b)

Comb lines SMSR versus mirrors reflectivity, showing that the higher the reflec-

tivity the higher the SMSR and the Q-factor

Fig.3.42 (a) shows a simulated spectrum of the FP cavity with mirror

reflectivities similar to cleaved facets at approximately 33%. The suppression
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ratio of the comb lines that fall outside the resonance (red lines) is only 6 dB.

By increasing the mirrors reflectivity will result in an increase in the Q-factor

consequently improving the SMSR as shown in Fig.3.42 (b).

A comparison between the simulated spectrum of 2 cavities with different

mirror reflectivities is shown in Fig.3.43

Figure 3.43: Simulation of 3 comb lines injected into a FP cavities with different

mirror reflectivity and their SMSR: (a) mirrors with 33% reflection (b) mirrors

with 80% reflection

Fig.3.43 (a) and (b) shows the effects of the Q-factor on the injected comb

lines. For example, increasing the mirror reflectivity to 80% increases the

SMSR to 19 dB. Based on the simulations above, in order to get the intended

cavity Q-factor for efficient filtering, the mirrors reflectivity should be

dramatically increased. One way to increase the reflection without affecting

the spectrum bandwidth is to use highly reflective (HR) coating on both facets.

However, the intended devices for this project are meant to be single facet or

facetless to make them suitable for integration, therefore HR coating is not an

option. A laser design that is well known for its high Q-factor is the ring laser.

They also have the advantage of being completely facetless with no need to

use cleaved facets or mirrors to lase. Also in the ring, non-resonant light passes

through, but the resonant light can be dropped into a different output

waveguide, which eliminates the direct coupling problem with linear cavities.

The next chapter will investigate and discuss the fabrication of high Q-factor

active ring lasers and their potential use as a coherent comb filter.
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Chapter 4

Active rings

4.1 Ring resonators

Active micro-ring resonators have potential interest for photonics integrated

circuits as they do not require cleaved facets and provide their own gain

[64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. Ring resonators have been employed in

WDM and dense WDM systems to de-multiplex closely spaced channels, and

have been widely employed as add-drop filters. For closely spaced channel

filtering, a sharp response is essential to avoid cross talk between neighbouring

channel and maintain a acceptable SMSR. Therefore, the ring cavities have to

be designed with a high Q-factor, which determines the filter response.

In order to obtain a high Q-factor ring, the cavity loss has to be minimized. In

a racetrack ring configuration as shown in Fig.4.1, two main parameters

govern the cavity losses: the waveguide losses and the coupling losses.

Figure 4.1: Schematic of a racetrack ring resonator

The next 2 subsections will discuss the various approaches taken to optimise

the ring cavity losses from the bends and the couplers.
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4.1.1 Bends

Low loss bends are critical elements in the PIC. They have to exhibit low loss

and the same time be compact enough to efficiently use the space on high

density PICs. One way to reduce the loss of the InP based waveguide is to

improve the mode mismatch between the straight waveguide and the bent

waveguide [73]. The mode mismatch occurs due to the fact that the mode

shape in the straight waveguide has a different shape to the mode in the

curved waveguide, and this results in optical loss due to radiation loss.

Creating a continuous transition from the straight and curved waveguides will

allow a smooth transition of the mode. In this work, the bends were designed

to have a trapezoidal continuous curvature; more details about the curvature

theory and design can be found in [74, 75]. Fig.4.2 show an illustration of a

series of fabricated bends.

Figure 4.2: waveguide bends with various bend radius and deep etch area

Bent FP lasers with identical total length and different radius of curvature were

fabricated. Fig.4.3 show the L-I plot of waveguides with various bend radius.
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Figure 4.3: L-I plot of bends with radius of: 25µm, 30µm, 75µm and 125µm

The L-I plot shows a linear inverse relation between the bend radius and loss

(the irregularities in the L-I plots are due to vibrations in the lensed fiber and

delays in data collection from the software). The sharp bend exhibits more

loss as expected. A bend with 125µm radius has a lasing threshold of 34 mA,

whereas the 25µm bend has a threshold of 45 mA. In the ring laser design a

trade-off between the ring size and the losses will take place. In this work, the

75µm bend has been chosen, because it provides low loss while keeping the

ring relatively compact

At this stage the waveguide bends were fabricated and characterized. The next

major loss factor is from the couplers. The next subsection will investigate

various couplers in order to find the optimal one for a ring laser.

4.1.2 Ring couplers

In this work various ring coupler were investigated. The coupling ratio

between the ring and waveguide and the loss induced from the coupler are the

critical parameters that will determine the suitability of the coupler to create a

high Q-factor ring cavity. Other factors such as the coupler footprint will also

be considered, as it directly affects the ring size. Moreover, this subsection will

elaborate on the advantages and disadvantages of the each of the couplers.
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4.1.2.1 MMI couplers

MMI couplers are well established components. They operate based on the

principle of mode self imaging across the waveguide [48]. Fig.4.4 (a) shows a

schematic of a 2x2 MMI coupler and Fig.4.4 (a) shows a simulation of 2x2

MMI coupler.

Figure 4.4: (a) schematic of a 2x2 MMI coupler, (b) Simulation of 2x2 MMI

coupler

The MMI coupler was simulated using BeamProp from RSoft. The optimized

dimension of the MMI is 240 µm in length and 14 µm in width. The input and

output coupler were tapered from 3.5 µm to 2.5 µm over 100 µm in order to

minimize the coupling losses. The separation between the input/output

waveguides is 1.1 µm, corresponding to a centre to centre distance of 4.4 µm

between the waveguides. A tunable single mode laser cavity based and two

1x2 MMI couplers is presented in Appendix A. An SEM of a ring laser using an

MMI is shown in Fig.4.5
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Figure 4.5: SEM of a fabricated ring resonator with MMI coupler

The MMI coupler splits the light equally at each of the outputs, therefore the

ring leaks half of its power on each round trip, which reduces the ring Q-factor

significantly. Moreover, the insertion loss of the MMI also adds to the overall

cavity loss. As a consequence, the MMI was found to be unsuitable for creating

a passive high Q-factor cavity. Therefore, a coupler that is more flexible in

term of coupling ratio is required in order to keep most of the light inside the

ring. Half wave couplers are one option that can be designed in a way to break

the symmetric 50:50 coupling ratio, which will be discussed next.

4.1.2.2 Half wave couplers (HWC)

Half wave couplers (HWC) do not operate on the principle of self imaging.

They operate as directional couplers with an intermediate section [76]. Fig.4.6

shows the simulation of a 2x2 HWC.

Figure 4.6: (a)Simulation of 2x2 HWC with direct and cross coupling power

evolution, (b) mode shape at the output waveguides, (c) schematic with di-

mensions of a 2x2 HWC

Fig.4.6 (a) shows the the beam propagation simulation of a HWC showing the

direct and cross coupling propagation. While Fig.4.6 (b) shows the near field

mode shape at the ouptut waveguide for both direct and cross coupling.
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Fig.4.6 (c) provides a schematic of the 2x2 HWC with dimensions. A ring laser

cavity with a half wave coupler that exhibits a strong single mode operation

was fabricated and demonstrated in Appendix B Fig.4.7 shows an illustration a

HWC and the coupling variations in fuction of coupler length.

Figure 4.7: (a) illustration of the HWC operation (b) coupling ratio versus HWC

length

The illustration in Fig.4.7 (a) shows the HWC length L which represent the

total length of the coupler, the width W is the intermediate waveguide width.

Both L and W govern the coupling ratio of the coupler. The light coupled from

waveguide 1 couples into Waveguide 3 via the intermediate section waveguide

2. In order to better understand the coupling dynamics of the HWC, a power

monitor is used in the simulation to show the coupling variation as a function

of the coupler length as presented in Fig.4.7 (b).

Fig.4.7 (a) and (b) share the same color codes. In this scenario, light is

injected into waveguide 1 and its power represents the direct coupling shown

in blue. When the light couples into the intermediate section waveguide 2, the

power is represented in green, while the light in waveguide 3 (cross coupling)

is shown in red. Based on the simulation, it’s possible to determine the desired

coupling ratio of the HWC by choosing the appropriate length. In the example

presented in Fig.4.7 (b), a HWC with 85% direct coupling and 4% cross
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coupling is simulated. However, the power in the intermediate section

waveguide 2 always has a minimum power loss of 11%, which means in the

case of the of a ring laser with 2 HWC’s a 22 % power penalty is introduced.

The power loss due to the intermediate section and the insertion losses of the

coupler make the HWC unsuitable for passive high Q rings. Fig.4.8 shows an

SEM of the fabricated ring with a HWC.

Figure 4.8: SEM of the fabricated ring resonator with HWC

In comparison to the MMI, the HWC allows for a flexible coupling ratio that

can be achieved by choosing the right coupling length. Moreover, in term of

coupler foot print the HWC can be designed to have much narrow width than

the MMI (6µm for the HWC and 14µm for the MMI). However, in order to get

the desired coupling ratio the length of the HWC has to be approximately

450µm, which is very similar to the MMI overall length with the input and

outputs tapers. In conclusion, although the HWC is more flexible than the

MMI the losses introduced by the HWC does not make it suitable for high Q

passive ring, and the length of the coupler makes it challenging to create

compact rings.

At this stage the research looked into directional couplers. Due to their

intrinsic properties, directional couplers are well known for their low loss, and

their flexibility in terms of coupling ratio [77].

4.1.2.3 Directional couplers

Directional couplers are well established devices in fiber optic and integrated

optics. Directional couplers operate on the principle of evanescent field

coupling of two modes propagating in the same direction from 2 separate

waveguides [78]. The coupling strength is governed by the length and gap of

the 2 waveguide in the coupling region.
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A directional coupler was designed to have a 1 µm gap so that it could be

fabricated with standard contact lithography. Fig.4.9 show a schematic of a

directional coupler that consist of 2 waveguides and a coupling gap.

Figure 4.9: directional coupler schematic showing the 2 waveguides and the

gap

Fig.4.10 show the simulation result of a directional coupler that consist of two

2.5 µm wide ridges with a 1 µm gap.
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Figure 4.10: Directional coupler simulation and power ratio of the direct and

cross coupling

Fig.4.10 (left) shows a directional coupler with a total length of 800 µm.

Whereas, the right graph shows the coupler ratio versus length of direct and

cross coupling. Based on the simulations a relatively short and low loss

coupler can theoretically be designed.

An SEM image of a fabricated ring laser with a directional coupler is shown in

Fig.4.11

Figure 4.11: SEM of the fabricated ring resonator with directional coupler with

1µm gap

The close up image in Fig.4.11 shows the well defined 1 µm gap between the
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waveguides. The rectangular shape around the bends are deep etch areas.

These are used to enable low loss high curvature waveguide bends using a

deep etched waveguide. The directional coupler allow a flexible control over

the coupling ratio between ring and waveguide and exhibits a very low loss.

With small coupling, they were be made as short as 100 µm. Therefore,

directional couplers are the perfect candidate for high Q rings. As the main

application of the ring is comb filtering and amplification, another waveguide

for the dropped channel is required. Therefore a set of rings in a racetrack

configuration was fabricated as shown in the microscope image Fig.4.12

Figure 4.12: Microscope image of the fabricated ring resonators

Fig.4.12 shows a set of racetrack rings with different coupler lengths, and

75µm radius bends. The rings are electrically isolated, so that they can be

pumped separately. The illustration in Fig.4.13 shows in details the ring

design.
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Figure 4.13: schematic of the ring resonator design showing the isolation slots

and the metal pads

As in Fig.4.13 the full device is divided by 4 isolation slots into 5 sections. The

waveguide sections W1, W2 are used to inject light in and couple light out,

whereas W3 is used as an absorber. The ring has its own metal pad and the

long waveguide section at the bottom is used as an SOA.

Various techniques are used to measure the Q-factor of a cavity [79, 80]. A

straight forward experimental method to measure the ring Q-factor is report in

[64]. This method consists of injecting an external finely tunable laser into the

cavity and measuring the ON-OFF ratio of the wavelength and the full width at

half maximum (FWHM) from the drop port, as shown in the illustration in

Fig.4.14 .

Figure 4.14: illustration of the Q factor measurement using the ON-OFF ratio

and FWHM
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A cavity with high Q-factor should have a high ON-OFF ratio and a narrow

FWHM. In order to choose the suitable ring to perform comb filtering the

Q-factor measurement reported in [64] was applied to rings with various

coupling ratios. Fig.4.15 shows the experimental setup used to measure the

optical response of the ring resonator to externally injected light.

Figure 4.15: Schematic of the experimental setup used to characterize the rings

optical response

A tunable laser source (TLS) is injected through a lensed fiber into the PIC and

swept over wavelength. The output was coupled via another lensed fibre and

measured with an OSA from the drop port of the ring as shown in Fig.4.15.

During the test the ring was biased at the lasing threshold. Fig.4.16 shows the

resulting Q-factor measurements of the 2 rings with various directional

coupler lengths.

Figure 4.16: (a) optical response of a ring with 400µm coupler, (b) ring with

100 µm coupler

Fig.4.16 (a) and (b) show the optical response of rings with 2 different
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directional coupler lengths of 400 µm and 100 µm respectively. The results

show the cavity response in term of the suppression to externally injected

light. The ring with the shorter coupler showed a superior filter response with

a suppression of 16 dB compared to 7 dB suppression for the ring with the

long coupler. The ring with the shorter coupler and an estimated

cross-coupling of less than 10% exhibited higher SMSR than the long coupler

with estimated cross-coupling of 25%. Based on the coupling ratio, the ring

with the shorter coupler would exhibit a higher Q-factor due to the fact that

more light is trapped inside the ring, which also explains the higher SMSR. At

this stage, the ring with the 100 µm coupler was found to be more suitable for

comb filtering due to it’s high side mode suppression characteristic and will be

investigated further in the next section.

Moreover, in order to verify the facet-less operation of the ring laser the optical

spectrum and the corresponding FFT of the cavity were measured as shown in

Fig.4.17

Figure 4.17: (a) optical spectrum of the ring, (b) FFT of the spectrum showing

the ring cavity and its harmonics

Fig.4.17 (a) shows the optical spectrum of the ring laser with only the ring

metal pad and the SOA pad biased. The resulting FFT spectrum in Fig.4.17 (b)

shows the existence of only the ring modes represented by the first peak. The

other 2 peaks are the higher order harmonics generated from the FFT

algorithm.

The DC in this work is surprisingly not highly sensitive to fabrication and quite

repeatable in comparison with passive DC’s made with high resolution
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lithography. The DC in this case is relatively long (100 um) with a wide gap

(1.4 um) in compare to high resolution DC where they can be a only couple of

microns long with a gap of only hundreds of nanometre. These small design

tolerances make them more sensitive to small fabrication variations.

4.1.3 Coherent comb filtering and selective amplification

via injection locking

The experimental setup for the coherent comb filtering experiment is shown in

Fig.4.18

Figure 4.18: Experimental setup for the measurement of the comb filtering and

selective amplification

The experimental setup is similar to the setup reported and described in

Fig.3.38 of the previous chapter. However, for this experiment the ring laser is

the slave laser, which is injection locked. The microscope image in Fig.4.19

shows the device under test with the 2 lensed fibres and probes.

Figure 4.19: Microscope image of the ring resonator under test

The lensed fibre on the right is used to inject the coherent comb into the ring,
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while the lensed fibre on the left collects the filtered comb from the drop port

of the ring laser. The injected comb optical spectrum is shown in Fig.4.20.

Figure 4.20: The injected 3 comb lines spaced at 10 GHz

The coherent comb lines in Fig.4.20 are spaced at 10 GHz. The successful

injection locking of the comb lines was confirmed using both the optical

spectrum and the RF spectrum. Fig.4.21 show an example of a free running

ring laser just before the locking of one of the comb lines and then the locking

of each of the 3 comb lines.
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Figure 4.21: 10 GHz comb filtering : (a) free running ring laser, (b) filtering of

the first comb line (c) filtering of the second comb line (d) filtering of the third

comb line, (b1) a close up image to locked line 1

Fig.4.21 (a) shows the spectrum of the free running laser just before being

injection locked to the 3 comb lines spaced at 10 GHz. Fig.4.21 (b), (c) and

(d) show the spectrum after locking to each of the comb lines with the SMSR

reaching up to 30 dB. When injection locked the ring modes are greatly

suppressed while at the same time the desired comb line is selectively

amplified. The filtering experiment was also performed on 20 GHz spaced

comb lines as shown in Fig.4.22.
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Figure 4.22: 20 GHz comb filtering: (a) line 1 filtered , (b) line 2 filtered (c)

line 3 filtered

Fig.4.22 (a) to (c) shows three comb lines spaced at 20 GHz injection locked

with a minimum SMSR of 29 dB for all three lines.

In order to further verify the injection locking, an ESA was used to take

measurements while performing the injection locking experiment. Fig.4.23

show the ESA sweep trace.

Figure 4.23: ESA sweep spectrum showing the comb line being locked and

unlocked from the ring mode

The V shape on the ESA sweep shows initially from left to right the beating
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frequency decreasing due to the approach of the comb line to one of the ring

modes. The beating keeps decreasing until the modes are locked, which is

seen as the quiet region where no beating occurs, as shown in Fig.4.23. When

the mode comes out of locking, the beating appears again and its frequency

increases as the comb line moves away from the ring mode.

Another important characteristic of the comb filtering and selective

amplification is the tunability of the filtering. The tunability is achieved by

sweeping and locking the comb lines to various ring modes. Fig.4.24 shows

the resulting sweep of the comb.

Figure 4.24: Optical spectrum resulting from the sweep of the comb over 4 nm

and locking to different ring modes

Sweeping the comb from 1571 nm to 1575 nm resulted in locking of the comb

lines to 9 different ring modes as shown in Fig.4.24. In this experiment the

master laser (comb) is being swept and the slave laser (ring) is fixed.

In summary the ring laser with directional coupler was successfully used as a

facet-less slave laser to filter 10 GHz comb lines and the design demonstrated

a tunability across 4 nm locking to 9 ring modes. The relatively short length

(100 µm) of the directional coupler allows the future optimization of the

design in terms of the foot print of a larger PIC.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

Coherent optical combs (COC) have shown great potential in revolutionizing

high capacity systems and enable terabits communications [81, 82]. The

recent advances in optical comb generation allow the creation of tens and even

hundreds of lines with narrow linewidth which can be used to transmit data.

Moreover, flatness across wide bandwidth has been reported with the ability to

control the central wavelength [83]. By exploiting the coherency of the combs,

GHz spaced lines can be used to create terabits super channels [84], such in

coherent WDM [85] and Nyquist-WDM signals [86]. This allows a more

efficient use of the system bandwidth because it eliminates the need of guard

bands. Moreover, COC can be used in elastic networks [87, 88], which exploit

the comb lines to create a flexible network. The flexibility is achieved by

choosing the number of lines modulated and the modulation format applied to

each individual line. Currently, the aforementioned communication systems

use discreet components, which make the system bulky, with high cost and

power efficiency. Monolithically integrating all the discreet components on a

single PIC that act as a COC based transceiver will present a great benefit in

term of cost, power efficiency and compactness. Moreover, COC based

transceivers monolithically integrated on a PIC offer a very promising solution

to use the current fiber optic infrastructure in a more efficient manner in

comparison to WDM networks.

One of the main issues in dealing with <50 GHz spaced COC for optical

communications is the de-multiplexing of the closely spaced individual comb

lines. In standard networks AWGs are used, however at reduced spacing the

AWG grows exponentially in size and have fabrication limitations. This
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research looked particularity into 20 GHz and less spaced comb

de-multiplexing by using injection locked lasers to filter and selectively amplify

single comb lines. The first generation of injection locked lasers, the SFP laser

suffered from 2 main downsides:

1) Low fabrication yield due to slot high depth sensitivity.

2) Poor SMSR of the filtered comb.

Two deeply etched structures, the pit and the V-notch were successfully

developed to overcome the slot sensitivity to depth. In order to demonstrate

the efficiency of the pit and V-notch various tunable single mode laser cavities

were fabricated using those novel structures. However, although the pit and

V-notch solved the fabrication yield issue of the slot, they did not improve the

filtering performance, and the SMSR of the filtered comb did not improve in

comparison to the original SFP lasers.

A theoretical analysis determined that linear cavities do not make efficient

filters due to their low Q-factor and they allow externally injected non

resonant light to pass through the cavity. As a result, the research looked into

active ring lasers as comb filters, due to their high Q-factor and facetless

operation. In order to ensure a high Q-factor :

1) Ring bends were optimized to reduce light round trip loss.

2) various couplers such MMIs, HWCs, and directional couplers were

investigated to find the suitable low loss coupler.

Eventually, the directional coupler proved to be the most suitable coupler. By

injecting comb lines with spacing of 10 GHz and 20 GHz a SMSR up 30 dB was

successfully demonstrated. The injection locking was confirmed optically by

looking at the suppression of the unwanted comb lines and the suppression of

the ring modes. Furthermore, the locking was also verified electrically by

observing quiet regions on the ESA.

To summarize, a regrowth-free, facetless comb de-multiplexer fabricated using

standard lithography based on active ring laser was successfully demonstrated.

5.1 Future Work

The future work of this work is divided into 2 stages.
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The first stage :

-To reduce the foot print of the ring, to reduce the overall size of the PIC :This

could be achieved by further reducing the ring bends radius. In this work, the

bend radius used was 75 µm. But, by further improving the fabrication process

to achieve a smoother side walls and with further optimization to the bend

designs, the bend radius could be reduced.

-To further improve the SMSR of the filtered comb lines : In theory, the SMSR

of the comb demultiplexing will improve with higher cavity Q ring laser

designs. This could be achieved by reducing the overall losses in the cavity

from the waveguides, bends and the coupler. Waveguide losses could be

improved with smoother side walls, while the bends will require both smooth

side walls and optimized bend designs. Investigating lower coupling ratios

from the DC to keep most of the light in the ring, could also potentially

improve the Q-factor of the cavity.

-To investigate comb filtering with spacing less than 10 GHz : This work

studied comb filtering with spacing from 10GHz and above. Investigating even

narrower spacing could allow more efficient use of the bandwidth.

The second stage:

-Integrate a coherent comb generator with single ring laser : An integrated

comb generator has been already demonstrated in the Integrated photonic

group [15]. The next step is to integrate a ring resonator with the comb

generator and investigate on chip filtering. The thermal effects and the

interaction between the comb generator and the filter should be investigated

and managed.

-Integrate a coherent comb generator with multiple ring lasers.

-Design and fabricate the full Co-WDM PIC that comprise an integrated

coherent comb generator, three ring lasers acting as comb filters and finally

EAM modulators to modulate the individual comb lines before coupling all

combined signals to a lensed fiber via a star coupler.
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Appendix A

Mach Zehnder interfermeter laser

A Mach Zehnder interferometer (MZI) is used to create a tunable single mode

laser. The MZI laser cavity consists of two 1x2 multimode interference (MMI)

couplers used to split/combine two asymmetric pathways resonating between

the two cleaved facets. The MZI operation is achieved by exploiting the

relative path length differences of the light travelling in the two asymmetric

pathways. The constructive and destructive wavelength dependent

interference creates a response similar to a filter allowing only the

constructively interfered modes to lase. Moreover, only the mode that

coincides with the gain peak of the laser material will dominate the

transmission, leading to single mode operation.

Figure A.1: (a) Microscope image of the MZI laser consisting of 2 MMI’s and

asymmetric arms (b) design illustration of the MZI laser cavity.
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A microscope image of the device is shown in Fig.A.1(a) showing the 4-section

laser with the separate metal pads. Fig.A.1(b) shows an illustration of the

design, which includes: the deeply etched area inside the green squares, the

isolation slots and the MMIs used to split and combine the light. The short and

long paths of the MZI (L1 and L2) are illustrated as the blue and red dotted

lines respectively with a ∆L of ≈ 2 mm. The interference occurs when both

cavities with the relative phase difference are combined at the MMIs.

Moreover, deeply etched, high curvature bends were used to significantly

reduce the footprint of the device which is 400 µm × 1300 µm. The green

squares in Fig.A.1(b) represent the deeply etched regions used to minimize the

bending loss by increasing the refractive index contrast, and thus ensuring

stronger mode confinement. The laser was divided into 4 sections, each with a

separate metal pad. The different sections were separated using an isolation

slot with a 7◦ angle to reduce unwanted reflections. The MMI couplers are

critical components in the MZI cavity, as high loss couplers will significantly

effect the laser performance in term of output power, SMSR, and linewidth.

Therefore, the MMI coupler was simulated using a 3D model of the epitaxial

material used to fabricate the laser to ensure optimal performance. The MMI

dimensions and input/output waveguides were calculated and optimized using

the commercial software BeamProp from Rsoft, which employs the

well-established beam propagation method. 80 µm long tapered waveguides

were used at the input and the output of the coupler to optimize the power

coupling. The waveguides were tapered from 2.5 µm to 3.5 µm. The length

and the width of the MMI couplers was 240 µm and 14 µm respectively.

Fig.A.2(a) shows the simulation model of the 1×2 MMI and the relevant

dimensions are presented in FigA.2(b) along with a microscope image of the

coupler FigA.2(c).
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Figure A.2: (a) Simulation of the 1x2 MMI coupler (b) MMI dimensions (c)

1×2 MMI microscope image.

Figure A.3: (a) MZI path ways illustration (b) simulated optical transmission

spectrum of the MZI cavity (c) FFT cavity analysis

A theoretical model using the scattering matrix method (SMM) [28] was

developed to simulate the cavity design shown in Fig.A.3(a). The model takes

into consideration the resonance between the 2 cleaved facets and the phase

difference between the MZI arms. A detailed description of the SMM technique

used can be found in [89]. The simulated optical spectrum in Fig.A.3(b) shows

the transmission as a function of the wavelength across 20 nm generated using
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the SMM technique. The MZI cavity results in a free spectral range of ∼1.5 nm,

which is sufficient for strong single mode operation when the gain is centred at

a resonance. The blue line in Fig.A.3(c) shows the experimental fast Fourier

transform (FFT) cavity analysis extracted from the near threshold optical

spectrum of the laser. The peaks represent the short and long path length of

the laser and the corresponding coupled cavities resulting from the interaction

of the 2 cleaved facets and the MZI arms. Furthermore, the red dotted line in

Fig.A.3(b) shows the FFT cavity analysis of the theoretical optical resonance

model, which shows excellent agreement with the experimental data. This

suggests that the developed theoretical model can be used to predict the

behaviour of such cavities for further optimization and analysis purposes.

Figure A.4: Microscope image of the DUT.

Four individual probes were used to inject current into the device under test

(DUT). The light was coupled into a lensed fiber from one of the two cleaved

facets as shown in Fig.A.4. An output power >1mW was measured at multiple

wavelengths. The DUT was placed on a temperature controlled brass chuck

with a fixed temperature of 20◦C. The collected light was then connected to an

inline power meter and then to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) via the

lensed fiber. The single mode operation of the MZI laser can be seen in Fig.A.5.

Figure A.5: (a) SMSR of 38 dB (b) tuning over 30 nm.

The laser achieves an SMSR of 38 dB as shown in Fig.A.5(a). Moreover, the

laser is tunable from 1584 nm 1615 nm covering 30 nm across the L-band.
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The tuning was achieved by increasing the injected current into the MZI, and

an SMSR between 33 dB and 38 dB was maintained across the tuning range.

The tuning is achieved by increasing the injection current which cause a slight

change in the refractive index of the material. A further increase in the current

gave rise to thermal effects which caused a red shift to the resonating cavity

modes allowing a wide tuning range.

The MZI laser linewidth was measured using a delayed self-heterodyne setup

employing 50 km fiber delay line in a recirculating loop configuration.

Figure A.6: (a) Re-circulating loop linewidth measurement setup (b) 500 kHz

linewidth of the MZI laser.

The experimental setup used to measure the linewidth is shown in Fig.A.6(a).

A 90/10 coupler was used to split the light output. The 90% portion of the

light propagates through the re-circulating loop mirror. The loop comprises a

50 km single mode fibre delay line, followed by a >30 dB optical isolator. Next

an 80 MHz acousto-optic modulator is used to frequency shift the signal before

going into a Polarization controller. The shifted signal from the loop is

recombined with the original signal and is measured by a 10 MHz-1GHz
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photodiode (PD) with a wavelength range of 850 nm to 1650 nm. Finally, a 22

GHz electrical spectrum analyser (ESA) was used to detect the beat signal.

Fig.A.6 (b) shows the 1 MHz beat signal which corresponds to a 500 kHz Laser

linewidth.
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Appendix B

Single mode laser based on
coupled cavities of an active ring
laser and Fabry Perot

Another approach to creating a tunable single mode laser is by using the effect

of coupled cavities between an active ring laser and a Fabry perot. The ring

acts as a mode selector and amplifies the resonant mode.

Figure B.1: illustration of the laser cavity design showing the Fabry Pérot and

ring cavity.

Fig.B.1 shows an illustration of the laser cavity design. The cavity consist of a

1000 µm long Fabry Pérot (FP) laser and a ring laser coupled via a 90 µm x 6

µm ( length x width) HWC. The red area in Fig.B.1 represents the deep etch

region used to increase the optical mode confinement to reduce the loss at the

bends. The effective ring radius was chosen to be 50 µm to reduce the ring size

and maintain a relatively large FSR. Moreover, the ring bends were designed
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to be trapezoidal in order to further reduce the bending loss. More detailed

information about the bends characteristic and optimization can be found in

[74, 75]. The cavity is divided into three sections via two angled isolation slots

as shown in Fig.B.1 to improve the wavelength tuning and optimize the SMSR.

The HWC was designed and optimized using the commercial software

BeamPROP from RSoft. The splitting ratio of the coupler is 10:80, in which

80% of the light is cross coupled and 10% is straight coupled. The remaining

power is lost, which is considered acceptable in the PIC, since the HWC is

significantly smaller than either a MMI or a directional coupler.

Figure B.2: (a) simulation of the HWC showing the direct and cross power cou-

pling ratios (b) the modes intensity at the 2 output waveguides, (c) illustration

showing HWC dimensions and outputs

The simulation of the HWC is shown Fig.B.2 (a) where a power monitor shows

the evolution of coupling along the length of the coupler. The green line and

the blue line represent the cross and the direct coupling respectively. The

observed residual loss of around 10% can be optimized by increasing the

length and width of the coupler. However, this size increase will consequently

reduce the longitudinal mode spacing which can limit the SMSR of the laser. A

series of cavities using various couplers lengths and widths were fabricated

and tested, with the 90 µm x 6 µm HWC showing the highest SMSR. The

reported HWC was also optimized to be compatible with UV contact

lithography with a width of 6 µm and input/output waveguide width of 2.5

µm spaced at 1 µm. Fig.B.2 (b) shows the mode field shape, diameter and

intensity just at the HWC outputs for cross and direct coupling. The

cross-coupling power is visibly stronger as expected from 80:10 coupling ratio.

Fig.B.2(c) show the illustration of the HWC with its dimension along with the

direct and cross outputs. A microscope and SEM image of the cavity and the
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coupler are shown in Fig.B.3.

Figure B.3: (a) Microscope image of the laser cavity, (b) a close up image of the

isolation slot,(c) SEM image of the HWC

Fig.B.3(a) show a microscope image of the 3-section laser cavity. Three

separate metal pads were used to bias the laser. The sections are isolated using

a 7◦, 1 µm wide angled shallow slot (1.75 µm deep) etched to just above the

active region to minimize reflections Fig.B.3(b).

The laser was mounted on a temperature controlled brass chuck with a fixed

temperature of 15◦C . A lensed fiber at one of the cleaved facets was used to

collect the light. At the lensed fiber output, a power meter and an optical

spectrum analyzer were used to measure the laser power and spectrum

respectively.

To test the ring coupled HWC operation and to ensure it is lasing solely

without the need of cleaved facets, the ring pad 2 (Fig.B.3 (a)) was biased at

100 mA, while pad 1 was set at a reverse bias of -3V to act as light absorber to

eliminate any interaction with the left cleaved facet. Pad 3 was then left

unbiased to allow light to couple out into a lensed fiber. The optical spectrum

taken using the Ando AQ6317 optical spectrum analyzer (resolution of 0.01

nm) is shown in Fig.B.4.
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Figure B.4: Spectrum with only ring pad is biased (at 70 mA), inset showing

ring FSR

Fig.B.4 shows the spectrum collected from the right facet while only the ring

pad was biased. The inset figure shows that the FSR is 1.2 nm which

correspond to ring cavity length. The lasing threshold of the ring was

measured at approximately 70 mA, and this high lasing threshold is due to the

low Q of the ring caused by the 80% cross coupling of the HWC. It is worth

noting, that the deep to shallow transitions were measured in separate Fabry

Perot structures, where no modulation in the optical spectra was seen. Thus,

any reflections from these transitions are negligible in their effect on the

optical spectra.

Fig.B.5(a) shows the laser spectrum with an SMSR of 41 dB with all 3 pads

biased. Moreover, Fig.B.5(b) shows the laser light-intensity (L-I) plot with a

lasing threshold of around 24 mA. The L-I plot measurement was taken by

biasing pads 1 and 3 as shown in Fig.B.3 (a) at 15 mA each and sweeping the

current applied to the ring (pad 2) from 0 mA to 60 mA
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Figure B.5: (a) Single mode with a SMSR of 41 dB (Ring Biased at 100 mA, Pad

1 and Pad 2 at 10 mA)(b) L-I plot of the laser cavity

Taking into consideration that the laser cavity is active: the low (10%) through

coupling at the ring is easily compensated by the gain in the ring, such that the

ring is able to lase on its own (as seen in Fig.B.4). At, or near this lasing

condition, the ring acts as a very strong high-Q mode filter acting on the

Fabry-Perot portion of the laser, while providing significant gain at the

resonant condition of the Fabry Pérot and ring. This strong filtering is made

possible due to frequency selective gain in the ring. For passive filters, a high

through coupling is required to enable a good filter, and this design is

therefore more often used. Such as design, with a higher though coupling

would still result in a good mode filter, but would provide significantly less

gain for the laser. Thus, our choice of coupler (low through coupling and high

cross coupling) utilizes both the filtering and gain properties of the ring

section resulting in a better compound laser with better SMSR than the

opposite coupler (high through coupling and low cross coupling). The concept

of controlling the Q cavity of an active ring by increasing the gain has been

studied and demonstrated in active-passive waveguides such as in [64], where

an SOA was used to compensate the loss of the ring, drastically increase the

Q-factor and enhance the filter capabilities of the ring.

Fig.B.6 shows the 400 kHz measured linewidth (blue dots) and its Lorentzian

fit (red line) of the single mode, shown in Fig.B.5(a).
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Figure B.6: Measured 400 kHz laser linewidth (blue dots) of the spectrum in

Fig.5 with same operation conditions, and the corresponding Lorentzian fit (red

line)

Figure B.7: (a) Laser tunability across 5 channels (b) Power and SMSR perfor-

mance for each of the channels

The cavity can be tuned over 24 nm by changing the injection current through

the ring, achieving 5 tunable channels with 6 nm spacing. Fig.B.7(a) shows

the overlap spectrum of the various wavelengths extending from 1555 nm to

1584 nm. The performance of the individual channels in term of SMSR and

power can be seen in Fig.B.7(b). The laser achieves a good SMSR across all

channels that varies between 34 dB and 41 dB. Moreover, power up to 2.5 mW

was coupled via the lensed fiber, with most channels having > 1 mW output. It

is important to mention, that to simplify the overall laser fabrication and

processing, no high reflection (HR) coating was used on any of the facets.

Fig.B.8 shows the simulated, near threshold spectrum of the laser with
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relevant spacing. The 6nm FSR of the compound laser is caused by the

resonance between the ring and the Fabry Perot sections of the laser.

Figure B.8: Simulation of the compound laser resonance of the ring and Fabry

Perot cavities, with 6 nm spacing between main peaks

The compound semiconductor laser presented has the advantage of combining

a relatively small foot print and a sub-MHz linewidth. In comparison with

similar designs, the laser covers a wide tuning range across 24 nm, whereas

the cavities in [41, 90] for example offer a finer tuning of only a few

nanometers. Other designs, such as the slotted Fabry Perot cavities have a

narrow linewidth that can reach tens of kHz and wide tuning range, however

these laser cavities can extend over 2 mm in length.
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